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In such reviews and resultant changes, the positions of the individual and/or 
of their agei1cies may have been altered. 

This paper was approved by the Minnesota Water Planning Board on 

:i.. 

Themas Ka.litowski, Chairman 
Minnesota Water Planning Board 



SUMMARY 

I. Background and Overview 

The Minnesota Water Planning Board has adopted the following goal as an ob-
jective for the Framework Water and Related Land Resources Plan: 

To outline alternatives to maximize the benefits of available water 
supplies at the present and in the future through (1) development of 
an assessment of the present and future water supplies and needs of 
the state; (2) the preparation of a system for equitably allocating 
the scarce resource in situations ·where quantities appear in danger 
of becoming inadequate to meet all state ne~ds; (3) identification of 
means to efficiently utilize water resources; (4) cognizance of in
stream water uses and their Telationships to water resources planning; 
(5) the 'development of management recommendations consistent with the 
options identified; (6) identification of mechanisms by which policies 
and decisions ca.i, be integrated so that agencies do n·ot work at cross 
purposes; (7) the completion of special analysis and projects essen
tial to the planning effort; and (8) the submission of recommendations 
and proposals to the Legislature. 

The purpose of this report is to present a discussion on alternative ap
proach to water allocation in fulfillment of part (2) of this goal. 

II. Objectives 

The basic objective of this report is to identify methods for obtaining the 
optimal distribution of water and approaches for implementing these methods. It 
assesses the efficiency and equity of current laws affecting water allocation in 
the state of Minnesota and other states and identifies options for allocating 
water at the sources and by intermediate water suppliers. 

III. Summary and Conclusions 

Problems of water allocation become relevant ·during periods of water short
age caused by drought and/or by increasing demands made upon the water resources 
of an area by a growing population and economy. The purpose of water allocation 
policy is to distribute the right to withdraw and consume water in such a way as 
to achieve the most efficient use of the water consistent with widely held soc
faJ. goals. 

Water is allocated most efficiently when it is impossible to change the al
location without making at least one individual worse off. This concept of ef
ficiency is not confined to variables traditionally considered to be economic 
ones. Rather, this concept requires that social costs and benefits beyond the 
private benefits of water users be ta.ken into account in the allocation of wat
er. For example, environmental and aesthetic considerations would also have to 
be taken into accmmt. The particular ef:ficient allocation to which a society 
will move should also depend upon the values widely held within the society. 
The term equity as used here refers to allocri.tion of water in conformity with 
such values. Examples of values which are often brought up during discussions 
of resource allocation are the desire to provide for the minimum necessities of 
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the pour and the ch:!sire to pTcserve the small family farm because of the values 
it is bclir~ved to· prmuotc. 

Within the di.:=:cipline of econumic theory :it has Leen shown that Hater can 
Le mo:; t cffi c icntJy ;:d located i.f. w,:ttn: is. t:raw;fen~cd, err rea.lloc:~ited., from uses 
which, in terms of the ~.1cnc:h.ts Tecei vecl by water useTs and by society as a -
whole, an:: low valued relative to the costs of using it to uses where the water 
is high valued relative to the costs of using it. Laws, policies and institu
tioas which do not inhibit or which promote such transfers arc, from the stand
point of efficiency, more Jes i.rabJ.e than laws, policies and institutions which 
inhibit such transfers. 111e costs of water misallocation, in terms of foregone· 
tangible and ·intangible benefits, and hence, the desirability of efficient trans-
fers become more sig11ificant during water shortages - particularly during water 
shortages of long.duration. With the exception of droughts in the thirties and 
in 1976, m1d of water-shortage problems in some western areas of the state, 
water-shoTtage problems have not been of great significance in Minnesota. 

So fa.:c, cu1-rent ;,1ateT law ar.d po !.ic:Lcs 01· the Dcpa:rtmcn-t of Natural Re
souTces have worked re&sonably well. I--lcYi•Vever, there is reason -::o believe that 
in severe water-shortage conditions) particularly ones of long duration, .some of 
these laws and policJ.es could inhibit efficient and equitable water allocation. 
In particnlc..r, 

L The riparian doctrLm:), which is the basis of current 
Minnesota water law limits thG use of wateT to riparian land. 
Thus, water a.llocation under the riparian system is primar
ily determined on the basis of location and not on its values 
and costs in alternative uses as would be required to attain 
the efficient allocation of ,va ter. Under current state law, 
t-ran.sfers to nom:-ipa:cians by ·~v,ner utilities and arrangements 
for some tTansfe-rs on a case by case basis have been permis
sable, but wider use of such transfers may be necessary to 
secure efficient water allocation in water-shortage circum
stmces. 

2. During a v1ater shortage, the current Minnesota priority 
system as established in M. S. 105.41 could inhibit the effi
cient 2-nd equitable allocation of. water. This is because the 
priority classiiications have little relevance to the margin
al valnes and costs of ,vat er in alternative uses and because 
they do not reflect the. values of many segments of the public. 
It can be a1'gued that unde-r this pTioTity system unjustifi
able discrimination in fa:=i.vor of certo.in cJ.ctsses of users may 
take place. I11 addition, the current priority sys.tem is 
statewide in nature and does not take into accmmt regional 
and local. differences in the hydrological features and in the 
costs and benefits of water use. 

The current Minnesota water allocation system does, however, have some ad-
·va.ntage.s which should. not be overlooked. Among these are the -following: 

1. It is politically acceptable. 

2. Since domestic use has the highest priority under this 
sys.tern, ba_sic necessity uses axe for the most part protected . .. . 
v1.s _a Y~. mnst otl1e·r uses. 
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3. The system is relatively inexpensive to administer and 
the administrative structure is currently in pla.Le. 

4. Alternatives could bB technically difficult to implement, 
expensive to administer. Legal and constitutional problems 
could be encountered an<l extensive statute changes required if 
the system were to be altered significantly, 

In spite of this last point, certain suggestions are presented in this re
port for securing more efficient and equitable allocation of wate-r during water 
shortages and for permitting more regional (this term does not necessarily refer 
to state Regio·nal Development Commissions) flexibility in water allocation pol
icy. In addition, certain more specific options for water allocation are pre-
sented which could.be considered for implementation at specific hydrologically
defined areas. Such consideration would necessarily require more in-depth con
sideration of the options_, particularly with regard to: 

1. The ex-pected benefits and costs of each option where 
applied, 

2. How the program would be implemented and administered, and 

3;. 1he legal and constitutional issues involved. 

In all of the options considered, it is assumed tha.t the Department of Nat-
ural Resources would retain responsibility to: • 

1~ assess the capability of the_ hydrological system to sus
tain withdrawals, and 

2~ control the total amount of water which is withdrawn and 
consumed from a hydrological system in order to protect the 
environment and the rights of all affected parties. 

Within the bounds of these qualifications, the following recommendations are 
offered. 

A. To effectively manage water resources in the state, especially dur
ing water shortages, accurate data concerning water withdrawals is nec
essary. Thus, withdrawal meters should be required of all permitted 
users except in cases where users can demonstrate that the use of such 
meters is technically infeasible or, in terms of cost, prohibitive. In 
such ca.ses, alternative means of accurate withdrawal measurement should 
be required. To help secure compliance with this recomm~ndation intake, 
meters could be required on all new permitted wells and water installa
tions and the installment of such meters could be required on new wells 
and other water intake installations undergoing modification, unless the 
permittee could demonstrate that the use of such meters was technically 
infeasible. 

B. The Wc1ter Planning Board recommends that the priority system of 
M.S. 105.41, subd. la be repealed. In its place, a system should be 
establi5hed which looks first to meet basic human needs and second 
to protection of the environment.• Basic human needs and environmen
tal protection will be determined based on local demographic, hydro
logic, environmental, and inter-area dependencies. After basic 
needs are met, any allocation shall be based on economic, social, and 
hydrologic considerations relevant to the area involved. Local and/ 
or regional water management plans should be developed--consistent 
with state plans--to guide such decisions. 

iv. 



C. To assi.st in meeting problems of uneven water <listribution, it is 
reconunended that the State of Minnesota adopt as its explic.i t policy 
the use of lease-easement arrangements suLject to consideration of water 
availability and the exigencies of the paTti.cular situations involved. 

In the longer teTm.? further consideration should be given to (a) 
water sales by riparians to non-riparians and (b) mutual water com
panies. Specifically, these considerations should focus on the legal 
and constitutional issues involved and how such a program would be 
implemented and administered. · 

These options are discussed in more detail in Section V ("Alloca
tion at the Source"). In considering these options, their legal and con-
stitutional implications would have to be studied in depth. · · 

D. In order to promote efficient allocation of water at specific 
water souTces duTing water shortages, it is recommended that in its 
long-run planning efforts, the Water Planning Board give further con
sideration to (a) prn-rata rationing, (b) benchmark water-shortage 
pricing, and (c) trading in joint permit shares. In such consideration, 
tht~ expected benef:i ts and costs of each option, the administrative 
procedures by which each option could be implemented, and the legal con
stitutional issues involved would have to be studied in depth. 

Pro-rata. rationing involves apportioning available water among per
mitted users at a source according to their past withdrawals or the maxi•
mum allowable withdrawals under the terms of their permits. This ap
proach would tend to result in inefficient water allocation, but it 
would be relatively easy to administer. Thus, it could be more appro
priate for use during a severe temporary water shortage of short duration 
where the costs of misallocation would not have time to accumulate. 

Benchmark water-shortage pricing involves the establishing of a per
unit water price for withdrawals from a water source when the level of the 
water (in a ground water source or lake) approaches a predetermined bench
mark level or, in the case of a river or stream, the flow of the water ap
proaches a benchmark flow. The ·benchmark flows would be determined on the 
basis of environmental and hydrological considerations. As the benchmark 
level or flow is approached, the price is raised to discourage water use. 
If levels or flows are well above the.benchmark parameters, the per-unit 
price would be set at zero. 

This approach would tend to produce· efficient water allocation at 
the source because individual withdrawers would be forced to take into 
account the value of the resource in their withdrawal decisions. 

The establishment of benchmark water-sh.ortage pricing at a given 
water source would depend upon the ability of the water management auth
ority to monitor hydrological conditions and adjust the price charged 
per unit of water accordingly. Thus, :in I;iany areas it may not be tech
nically fAasible to i.1~lement at this time. In addition, it would be 
more expensive ·t:.o operate and admini.ster than pro--rata rationing. It 
would) therefore, probably be most suitable for areas suffering from 
chronic water shortage problems where the costs of misallocation would 
3:ccumulate over time. 



One way to avoid the inefficient al.Jocation which would ta.ke place 
under pro-rata rationing and to avoid the trail and error approach of 
benchmark water-shortage pricing would be to establish a system of trad
ing in joint permit shares. This would involve the issuing of a joint 
permit to all -curTent permit holders at a particular- water source. The 
maximum current withdrawal allotment specified on each permit could. be 
converted to shares in the maximum allotment attached to the joint per
mit. These shares would then be tradeable. In essence, a mutual water 
company would be established among all withdrawers on the source. 

As with a mutual water company, an equilibrium share price would 
be established and water would be a11ocated moTe efficiently. 

·· The costs of administering this arrangement would be assessed 
against the share of the joint permit holders., Thus, it would be 
necessary to secure a sufficient number of members to prevent the cost 
burden on any single share owner from being too high. This arrangement 

- would, therefore, be most suitable for use at water sources supplying 
a~large number of w.i thdraw·ers where chronic or recurring water-shortage 
problems existed. 

r~c: 

This arrangement is discussed further in Section V., D) of this 
r"'~port. Obviously the legal and constitutional implications of this 
option would have to be explored more deeply in its further considera
tion.. 

E. Zoning is neither an efficient nor equitable arrangement for allo
cating wa.ter; however, in the absence of needed technical information 
for other approaches to allocation it can be used to slow down the 
growth in demand for water in an area where water resources are known 
to be limited and thereby to protect local users from unacceptable water 
consumption cost increases and to protect environmental assets such · 

,as instream flows necessary for wildlife habitat. 

F. Rules and guidelines for the settlement of well-interference dis-
putes should be based on the principle that persons who withdraw water 
should bear all of the costs of their withdrawals including those costs 
which they impose on others. The operation o.f this principle should be 
made conditional on "reasonable effort to capture" by well owners 
alleging well interference; that is, that such well owners, if they show 
interfenmce, could be compensated only over and above the costs of 
"reasonable effort to capture". Procedures for defining "reasonable 
effort to capture" under different hydrological circumstances could be 
established by the Department of Natural Resources. 

Intermediate water suppliers are municipal water utilities and run.l 
water systems, both of which are referred to in this report as water 
uti]ities. Water utilities withdraw water from a source in order to 
sell it to their customers. There are two reasons why the rate struc-• 
tures of water utilities should be of concern; 

1. Water Jelivered by water utilities directly provides 
satisfaction to individuals through its fulfillment of their 
personal needs and wants.· It indirectly provides satisfaction 
to individuals by permitting firms to provide goods and services, 
jobs and income. Thus, the way in which this water is allocated 
within the service area affects the satisfaction, directly and 
indirectly from its use. 
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2. The vn1.ter utility c=ict s o.s an agent for the individuals and 
firms in its sc-rvi c.e -area wi} en it competes for water· with other 
nsers (e.g., with self-suppl·ied industrial user~-;, lrrigators, 
persons. usj_i~1g \vatcr fGr recreational pJ.u~poscs) ·at each of its. 
-,-,"-recs. The x-ates charged by water utilities affect the total 
demand for water consun~tion by its cust6mers. Thus, the total 
satisfaction of alJ. users of water at or from each source de
pends on how water is a.I located within the utility's seTvic.e area. 

The following recommendations are suggested for improving the efficiency 
and equity of water allocation by water utilities: 

G. Local water utilities shall be encouraged to consider the adop-
tion of rate structures based on marginal cost principles such as the 
three part rate structure discussed above, in order to bring about the 
more efficient allocation of wateT among their customers and to pre
vent excessive c£emand fen water ;it tl1c :.:;ourc:.c an<l Lmeccrnomic :_~a:p;:::::ity 
expans io:ns. In cases ·vvhere it appeared that the adoption of .such a. 
rate structure by a water utility would put undue cost burdens on low
income families, the water utility should consider adopting as part 
of its rate s t.-ructuri."'; the p«yment of lump---sum subsidies to such 
fai11il i es each bill i_.1eriod j n the foTrn of re duet ions i.n thr:.i 1~ f i::.J.::d 
service charg,.:::s. '!'he losses in revenue t''::)Sulting frcrn such .SL:_b.;:;idies 
could be made up by highe:c service charges to other water users. 
Such families would pay normal per-unit water rates (based on mar
ginal cost pricing). To encourage the consideratirJn of such rate 
structures, the state shall fund a pilot project :wheTeby such rate 
setting practices can be tested through actual application by a 
local water utility. 

H. In considering the meTits uf TuTal water systems, attention should 
be given to thei-r potential ability to bring about mo-.r·e efficient 
alJ.ocat:ion of tva.tcT, Rural \-vc1t2T systems have the abi.Li. to t1';:ms.fcr 
water from places where it is relatively plentiful and, therefore, l~ss 
highly valued, relative to the costs of using i~, to places where it 
is relatively scarce, and therefore, more highly valued relative to 
the costs of using it. They provide a means of establishing efficient 
al.location among theiT customeTs. 

vii. 



INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to identify a set of options and make recom
mendations concerning policies .which affect the allocation of water among with
drawal and nonwithdrawal uses. Some of these options may be cuTrently implement
able, but most of them will require some institutional and legal changes as well 
as the accwnulation of more information concerning the hydrology of the state~ 
Some of these policies may not be implementable until far into the future. How
ever, a.s growth in the state takes place, greater and greater demands will be 
made upon available wateT resources in some areas and water shortages may be
come more frequent and more severe. Thus, the need for implementable water al
location policies is likely to become more acute as time passes. 

This report is not confined to policies which could be implemented and ad~· 
ministered on a state level. It would seem desirable given the area-specific 
nature of water allocation problems that many of the policies suggested here 
be implemented, or at le!:tst administered, on a regional level, perhaps with 
state financial or technical assistance. The question of who should implement 
or administer such policies falls within the purview of the Management Work
group of the Minnesota Water Planning Board. 

A. Why Allocation? 

The term "allocation" with regard to any resource refers to the 
way in which that resource is "distributed" among uses. Depending upon 
the focus of a discussion, "allocation" may refer to distribution in a 
single time period or over several time pe.riods. 

Concern over the allocation of water arises in the context of 
water-shortage problems, well-interference problems, and the distri-
bution of water by water utilities (including rural water systems). 

1. Water "Shortages" 

The concept of "water shortages" is both an economic 
one and a political one. It may be defined as follows: 

Water Shortage: A water shortage exists in an 
area when the consumptive and non-withdrawal 
demands for water Telative to available supplies 
is such that the real costs of obtaining ~nd/or 
using water become 1u1acceptable to the public. 

Water shortages are characterized by time and space 
dimensions. They may be restricted to a particular region 
or the state or they may occur in several regions simultan
eously as did those occurring during the drought of 1976. 
T'ney may be brought about by seasonal dry weather conditions 
or by occasional (or pe1·iodic) droughts. They may be of lim
ited duration or they may last for several seasons. oi, they 
may become a chronic condition brought about by increasing 
demands upon_the water resources of an area due to population 
growth and industrial (im:luding agricultural) development. 
One effect of increasing demands over time is to make the 
consequences of droughts and seasonal dry periods more severe. 
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A more complete explanation of this definition 8nd of the 
specific problems which can occur due to water shoTtages is 
available elsewhere (Fox, g_!. flJ. 1 pp. l-.15}.. The main poii1t 
is that as water availability relative to demand decreases 
(such as during a drought) or as the demc:tnd foT· water relative 

·upply increases (such as due to economic growth in an area), 
the costs of using the water increases. 

In general, water resources have been plentiful in Minne
sota relative to the demands placed upon them; however, wide
spread problems of drought occurred in the thirties and in 1976, 
and chronic or recurring problems of water shortage exist in 
some western parts of the· state., in many cases, because of the 
geographically uneven distribution of water sources. 

The purpose of water-allocation policies in the context of 
water-shortage problems is to seek to provide answers to the 
fellowing questions: 

a. How should water be distributed during water short
ages? 

b. How should the costs of water shortages be distrib
uted? 

c. How should the benefits of water use be distributed? 

d. How should the net benefits (benefits less costs) 
of water use be distributed? 

2. Well-Interference Problems 

The most common problems involving ground water are well
interference conflicts between irrigators and other users. Well
interference problems occur when the withdrawal of ground water-by 
one user causes the level of the ground wateT in the vicinity of. · 
his well to fall interfering with the ability of one or more 
neighboring well owners to draw water. The frequency of these 
problems depends on the spacing of wells drawing from an aquifer 
and on the overall availability o_f ground water in the aquifer. 
An individual whose water supply is cut off by well interference 
may have to deepen his well, install a pump (in the case of rrn 
artesian well which stops flowing), and/or lengthen his drop 
pipe. In addition, he must use more energy in drawing the water. 

Two questions concerning actual 01~ potential well-
interference problems must be addressed by allocation policy. 

a. Under what circumstances should potential ground
water users be given the right to withdraw ground water? 

b. Who should pay for the costs imposed by well inter
ference? 

2 



3. Water Utilities 

The phrase "water utili ty11 refers to municipal waste util .. , 
i ties and rural water systems. In general, water is a11ocated 
by water utilities by some· sort of pri'dng shceme. 111ese· .rate 
structures affect both the allocation of water within' the ser
vice area of-the utility, and at the sources from which it 
withdraws water. There are, therefore, two reasons why these 
rate structures should be of concern if the maximum benefit 
from available water supplies in the state is sJ.esirBd.. 

4. 

a. Water delivered by water utilities directly pro
vides satisfaction to individuals of households through 
its fullillment of their personal needs and wants. It 
directly provides satisfaction to individuals by per
mitting firms to provide goods and services, jobs and 
income. 'ine way in which this water is allocated with
in the service area affects the satisfaction directly 
and indirectly derived from its use. 

b. The water utility acts as an agent for individuals 
and firms of its service area when it competes for wat
er with other users (e.g., self-supplied industrial .· 
users, irrigators, persons using water fer recreational 
purposes) at each of its sources. Tiie rates charged by 
water utilities affect the total demand for water· con
sumption by its customers. Thus, the total satisfac
tion of all users of water at or from each source· de
pends on how water is allocated within the utility's 
service area. 

Allocation Over Consumption or Withdrawals 

As with discussions of water demand, it is impoTtant to 
understand whether a discussion of water -allocation i~ carried 
out in the context of water consumption or water withdrawals (See 
Fox, et. al., Section A, Introduction, for definitions of 0 with
drawal" and "consumption".). In discussions concerning·water 
allocation. on a river, it usually does not make sense to speak 
of allocating water over withdrawals. A large proportion of the 
water withdrawn from a flowing stream for various uses is return-• 
ed to the stream and ~s available for subsequent ·reuse·." Thus, 
during a specified time period l.t is possible for the total vol
ume of water withdrawals to exceed the total amount of water 
available from a source. On the other hand, the sum of the vol
ume of the water that is consumed during a specified time period 
in various withdrawal uses (including water which will be dis
charged during a subsequent time period) plus the water which 
must be retained in the river for non-withdrawal uses is limited 
by the volume of water (including discharges from previous time 
periods) which flows through the river. Thus,. in such discus
"allocation" should refer to the distTibution of water over the 
consumption of withdrawing uses and the amount left in the river 
for non--withdrawal uses. 

In most situations, waste water di$charges f:rom vses which 
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rely on ground wate:r do D()t. rechaTge the ground water source 
to any appreciable degTee. Rather, the dischaTge runs off to 
surface water where some is reused and all eventually flows 
out of the region. If the use of wate:r from this ground water 
source is the focus of the discussion, it would be appropriate 
to consider allocation over withdrawals; however, from the 
$pective of this source, "withdrawal"-and "consumption" are 

. idel).tical. 

B. Levels of Allocation 

TI1ere a.re three levels at which allocation can be carried out. 
These are: 

c. 

Some 
ages. 
Thus, 
feet. 

1. Allocation Between Sources 

On a large scale, these may involve "interbasin trans
fers" whereby watsr is carried over large distances between 
river or lake basins. Such large-scale transfers are usually 
impractical because of the costs and intergovernmental con
troversies involved. Th.us, they will not be considered in 
this reportn 

On a smaller scale, allocation between. sources may in
volve the transfer of water between nearby surface sources, 
between nearby ground wateT sources, or between surface and 
ground water sources. In some circumstances such transfers 
may be desirable, but only if it can be demonstrated that 
their benefits can justify their costs. 

2. Allocation at the Source 

This involves the distribution of water among those who 
withdraw arid/or who use water from or in a single source or 
several hydrologically-related sources in close proximity. 
This would include the distribution of water among municipal 
water utilities, indust-rial withdrawers, agricultural with
drawers, private domestic withdrawers and water left in sur
face water sources to maintain levels or flows for non
withdrawal uses. 

3. Allocation by Intermediate Suppliers 

This concerns the distribution of wate·r by municipal wat
er utilities 2nd rural water systems to their customers. 

The Time Dimension of Allocation Policies 

Time is an important factor in allocation policies in two senses. 
policies affect the allocation of water during current water short

Other policies affect allocation during future water shortages. 
time is important with regard to when tho policies have their ef-, 
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Time is also important in that certain policies can affect the al
location of water ovcir tbne, i.e., between time periods. For exm~le, 
peak load pricing of municipal water is an attempt to reallocate water 
from uses during peak water .. uso .. periods to off•-peak periods. 

D. Organization of Report 

This report ·is organized into two main parts. Part 1. is concerned 
with the goals and theory of a1.locational policy and with using this 
theory to evaluate current state allocational policy and the policies 
of other states. 

In Part 2. alternative approaches to allocation in Minnesota are 
discussed and reco;mmendations made. 
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Part 1. Goals, Theo~y and Cur-rc1_~~-Practice 

I. The Goals of Allocation Policy_ 

Specific goals of a.llocational policy having widespread approval would like-
ly include the following: 

A. 

1. Achieving the maximum rates of industrial output; 

2. Achieving the maximum level of industrial earnings; 

3. Achieving the maximum level satisfaction for residential 
users of water; 

4,. .Achieving the maximum level of satisfaction for recrea
tional users of water; 

5. Achieving maximwn satisfaction with the state of the 
environment; 

6. Achieving the maximum level of employment, and 

7. Achieving the most acceptable distribution of income. 

Problems with Monitoring the Achievement of Specific Goals 

There are three very substantial problems for policy planners seek
ing to achieve these goals: (1) it is extremely difficult if not impos
sible to measure the extent to which the goals have been reached, (2) 
not all of the goals are compatible Nith one another, and (3) it is cl.if~ 
ficult to determine whose satisfaction is to be achieved. 

Out ability to estimate the economic impacts of specific allocation 
policies is at best highly limited. Such policies affect the costs to 
firms (including farms) a.-rid individuals of using water. The nature and 
direction of firm responses and the nature and direction of the ramifi
cations of these firm responses upon the rest of- the economy are discus
sed in Technical Paper Number 8: The Economic Impacts of Water Shortage 
and Water Allocation Policy. The quantitative magnitude of specific 
firm responses depend upon a variety of factors including technical 
features of the fi:rm's plant and equipment, the market position of the 
firm, the state of the industry, where the firm obtains its raw mater
ials, and the specific hydrological features of the site at which the 
plant is located. To quote: Blair Bawe:r, "Each situation involving plant 
site, production site, production process, product mix and the water en
vironment tends to be unique." (Bower, 1966,. p. 154.) .Thus generaliza
tions concerning the quantitative nature of firms' reactions are impos
sible. In addition, information concerning the quantitative nature of 
economic impacts through backward linkages is at this point in time de
pendent upon secondary or nonexistent data., 

Variables corresponding to sorne of the goals aTe not even measu:re
able. How, for .example, does one measure the level of satisfaction with 
the state of the environment, the level of satisfaction of recreational 
water users, or the level of acceptability of the distribution of in
come? Indeed, whose satisfaction are we talking about: To whom must 
the distribution of income be acceptable? 
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These qu,estions. cannot be answered objectively. It may be pos
sible to get some measure of residential water user -satisfaction using 
statistically estinw.ted demand cuTves; however, in the absence .of· any. 
market for recreational pleasure or environmental satisfaction, there 
is no accurate Nay to measuTe satisfaction in these two areas. Tn par
ticular, how does one add up the satisfaction of niarty individuals? 

In some cases these goals (1 through 7) are ·compatible with one 
another. Fo-x· example, the more flow there is in a riv:er, the greater 
the capacity of that river to assimilate wastes. The lower ·the concen
tration 0f wastes, i.e., the less polluted the water, the more satisfy
ing the environment and the greater the satisfaction obtained -by rec
reational users of water. Thus:- durinP- a ter shortage, approaching 
the fulfillme'nts of goals 4 and S·would r0quire that instream.flows be 
protected. However, maximizing output and earnings might require the 
discharge of mere pollutants into the river of ·the consumptipn of more 
of its water. Thus, in some circumstances 1 and·2 will not be compat
ible wfth 4 and 5. Achieving maximum levels of earning and'output may 
mean allocating water to industTies with high capital (plant and·equip
ment) tQlabor ratios away from industries with low capital-labor 
ratios.··· This may mean lower employment and a more unequal distribu
tion of Jncome. In other words, goals 1 and 2 may not always be com
patible with goals 6 and 7o 

B. Efficiency and Distributional Equit~ 

Policy planners can seek to appToach goals (1 through 7) indirect
ly by seeking the fulfillment of two criteria of a more general and ab
stract nature. The first criteria is that of efficiency. · Suppose it · 
were possible to reallocate wateT in such a way as to make some groups 
or individuals better off without making any other.group or individual 
worse off. Clearly, society would be better off if such a reallocation 
were to take piace provided that 't:tie· ·'cost of making the reallocation 
did not exceed the increase in bene£its £.rom having made it. Now, sup
pose the allocation of water were such that no such reallocation could 
take place. In other words, that it were impossible to make one group 
or individual better off without making another group or individual 
worse off. If such an allocation were to be achieved, absolute effi
ciency will have been -reached. Thus, it is conceptually possible to 
approach efficiency by reallocating water in such a way as to improve 
the satisfaction of some groups without decreasing that of others until 
absolute efficiency is attained. · · 

In practice, th~re are costs to making such reallocations in the 
form of the administrative, planning and material costs necessary to 
bring it about (the installation of meters, the laying of pipes to 
transfer water., etc.). The costs of such reallocations must be compar
ed with the benefits of expected increases in efficiency from realloca,;. 
t.ions in deciding to pursue a particular policy. 

In addition, it is not. ,aJ,.ways. :pnssthJe to compensate those from 
whom water has been reall1.~.G:0;J ···-'. .. :i wes '.individuals OT firms from·· 
whom water is r·eallocated are·•·those imd been receiving unjustified 
subsidies for their water use in the form of real costs of wateT use 
imposed upon othei-s. A reallocation of water may involve forcing such 
individuals or fiTms to inteTnalize (assume) all of the costs -of their 
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water use. Clearly, this makes them worse off. A decision to reallo
cate water in this way also involves a distribution decision; tha.t is, 
it is implicitly decided to make these parties worse off· by removing 
their subsi<lies. The question of distributional equi.ty is separate 
from that of efficiency·and will be discussed below: 

Note that moving towards more efficient allocation could-involve 
the reallocati.on·of water away from industrial uses toward keeping it 
in.stream for environmental and recreational purposes. Thus, the con
cept of efficiencydoes not necessarily favor activities commonly 
thought of as "economic" ones. 

The concept· of distributional equity concerns the distribution of 
the benefits of water use. An efficient allocation of water is not 
necessarily one that is equitable. TI1e ultimate distribution of the 
benefits of water use among farms, factories, residential users, and 
that kept in streams and lakes for environmental and recreational pur 
poses may not be sa.tisfactoTy to many segments of the public. A...n.d yet, 
the allocation may be efficient in that it would be impossible to re
distribute the water without making-at lea.st someone worse off in terms 
of their satisfactions. In. fact, there may be an infinite set of dis
tributions which satisfy the criterion of ·efficiency.· There is no ob- · 
jective way to determine the best allocation of water from the point of 
view of distributional equity. Planners and decision makers must use 
their judgement to determine that distribution of benefits which will 
be most widely acceptable. 

The task for planners and the objective of this report is to deve
lop allocation options which will promote the attainment of or.at least 
wil not inhibit the attainment of.more efficient and distributionally 
equitable allocations of water during water shortages. Because of the 
limitations on and the costs of obtaining information and because of 
the immeasurability of key variables, these options should feature the 
ability to allow the allocation of water.to automatically and (as near-· 
ly as possible) optimally readjust to changes in the conditions of · 
using water, to changes in economic conditions and to changes in 
people's preferences. Allocations reached should reflect values and 
goals widely acceptable among the various publics. 

II. Some Results of Economic Theory for Efficient Water Allocation Policy and 
Limits en its Applicability 

The Efficiency Guidelines 

According to the economic literature concerned ~ith the allocation 
of limited wateT supplies among competing uses (Hirshleiffer, et. al., 
1960, pp.· 33-73 and Bain, et. al., 1966, pp. 240-255), subject to the 
fulfillment of certain assumptions, two conditions are necessary and 
sufficient for water to be distributed efficiently in a given aTea. 
These will be refe:rred to as the 11 efficiency guidelines." They are as 
follows: 

1. The social marginal va.lue in use of water for any two 
uses facing identical water cost conditions must be equal. 

2. The social marginal valuo in use of water for any use 
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must equal the social marginal cost of the deli vercd water. 

Demonstrations· and pr6ofs of the validity of these c:ohdi tioris are 
given elsewhere. Some definitions of importance are. as follows: 

The private marginal value in us~ of received water to 
an individual or institution is the maximum amount the incli-
vidual or institution would be willing to pay for one more 
unit of water. 

2. The social marginal value in use of water received by a 
given individual or institution is the private marginal value 
in use of water to the given individual or institution plus 
any value which others in society de:rive by virtue of the 
given institution or individual's receiving one more unit of 
water. 

3. The private marginal cost of water received by an indi
vidual or an institution is the cost to that individual or 
institution for obtaining one more unit of water. 

4. The social marginal cost of water received by a given 
individual or institution is the individual or instution 1 s 
private marginal cost plus any cost imposed on others in soc-
iety as a result of one more unit of water being received by 
the given individual or institution. 

Included in the social marginal cost of water, but not necessarily 
in the private marginal cost of water to a given individual or institu
tion, is the shadow price of water. This may be defined as the maximt.un 
price which water could command in a pure market.situation among all al
ternative uses. It is, therefore, the value of water in the "best" al
ternative use. Since this value is lost to alternative uses, the shadow 
price is a form of ?PPOrtunity cost. 

From the standpoint of efficiency, water allocation can be improved 
if water is transferred or reallocated from uses in which the ratio of 
the social marginal value in use to the social marginal cost of the wat
er is relatively low to uses in which this ratio is higher. Laws, poli
cies and institutions which do not inh_ibit or which promote such trans
fers are mo-re desirable than laws, poiicies and institutions which in
hibit them~ Such transfers will be referred to as efficient water 
transfers. 

Efficient water transfers may be brought about through the sale of 
water or water rights among water users. A hypothetical demonstration 
of 4ow: this may occur is given by Hirschleife-r, et. al. (p. 38) : 

"Suppose that my neighbor and I are both given rights (ration 
coupons, perhaps) to certain volumes of water, -and we wish to 
consider whether it might be in our mutual inteTest to trade 
these water rights between us for- other 1~esources - we might 
_as well say for dollars, which we can think of as a general
ized claim on other Tesources like clam chowders, baby-sitting 
services, acTes of land, or hachts. My neighbor might be a 
farmer and I an industrialist;, or we might both be just :retir
ed homeowners; to make the quai1ti ties interesting, we will 
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assume that both indivi.dua]s are rather bid operators. Now 
suppose ·that the last acre-foot of my periodic entitlement is 
worth $10, at most, to me, but my neighbor would be willing to 
pay anything up to $50 for that right - a disparity of $40 
between our marginal values in use. Evidently, if I transfer 
the right to him for any compensation between $10 and $50, we 
will both be better off in terms of our own preferences; in 
other words,, the size of the pie measured in terms of the sat
isfactions yielded to both of us has increased. (Note, how
ever, that the question of whether the compensation should be 
$11 or·$49 is purely distributional.) 

"But this is not yet the end. Having given up 1 acre:...foot, I 
will not. be inclined to- give 1.ip ·a:i,-o:ther on such easy terms -. -
water has become scarcer for me, so that an additional amount 
given up means foregoing a somewhat more urgent use. Converse
ly, my neighbor is no longer quite so anxious to buy as he was 
before, since his most urgent need for one 1nore acre-foot has 
been satisfied) and an additional unit must be applied to less 
urgent uses. That is, for both of us marginal values in use 
decline with increa.ses of consumption (or, equi val.ently, mar
ginal value in use rises_if co~sumption is cut back). Suppose 
he is now willing to pay back $45, while I am willing to sell 
for anything over $15. Evidently, we should trade again. Ob
viously, the stopping point is where the last (or marginal) 
unit of water is.valued· equally (in -terms of the greatest 
amo1mt of dollars we would be willing to pay) by the two of us, 
based on the use we can make -of or the benefit we can derive 
from the last or marginal unit. At this point no more mutual
ly advantageous trades are available - efficiency has been 
attained.'' 

Individuals and institutions make., individual decisions based ·on 
their private marginal values in use and private marginal costs of wat
er. But from society's point of view, efficiency is obtained only when 
the theoretical conditions based on social marginal costs and values 
are fulfilled. Tims, there are divergencies between private decisions 
and public needs which must be bridged by public policy. 

B. Externalities and Public Policy 

The divergence between private .3?d social benefits and costs (i.e., 
the differences between private and social mar·ginal value in use and 
between private and social marginal costs) are a primary raison d'etre 
for the public sector's involvement in water management. In essence, 
it means tha.·t pri \'ate decisions alone cannot necessarily be relied upon 
to approach efficiency in water allocation, mainly because private indi
viduals and firms cannot and do not take into account all of the ef
fects of their private decisions upon others. 

Such effects are called externalities. They may be classified in-
to two varieties: : -i"1:'/°r1, :,•t·l·;~ll.;5 and non pecuniary externali-
ties. Pecuniary ,'J ,:r· -0f1en the decisions of private in-
dividuals affect others through market channels. Nonpecuniary exter
nalities occur when these effects are through non-market channels. 
(Scit.ovsky, 1954.) 
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Typ~s o~ pecuniaTy externalities which may have to be considered 
in a ttemptin.g to ar:ri ve at more efficient allocations of water are as 
follows: Suppose that in the inter-est of obtaining a more optimal al-
location of water a policy is implemented which has the effect of re
allocating water from Industry A to Industry B. For example, such a 
reallocation could be effected in a particular area by limiting water 
use permits issued to new and expanding firms in In.dustry A, and by 
encouraging firms in Industry B to locate in the area. Such a policy 
would involve losses (smaller growth) for industries linked with In
dustry A through sales-purchase relationships and would involve gains 
for those linked with Industry B. The private marginal value in use 
of water to firms in each industry understates its social marginal 
value in use by failing to take into account these economic interde~ 
pendencies. ·If_ the indirect gains associated with transferring wateT 
to Industry B--were less ""'than the indirect losses associated with a 
less·er allocation of water to Industry A, then there would be a net 
loss associated with the reallocation of water, even if the theoreti
cal guidelines were fulfilled in a private sense (Hartman and Seastone, 
pp. 72-86). . 

Another type of pecuniary externality involves the per capita 
. cos.ts of government services (Har_tman and Seastone, pp. 86-88) . These 
can.be positive or negative depending upon how labor migration caused 
by water reallocation affects· the per capita costs of governmental 
services in the area affected by the water reallocation, and in other 
areas affected by the migration. 

Pecuniary external benefits can be used as an argument for sub
sidizing firms in certain industries in their use of water. Unfor
tunately, such externalities are difficult to measure and to compare 
among uses. Thus, the bunlen of proof should fall. upon those who re
quest or advocate such subsidies. 

The physical nature of water resources is such that almost all 
uses of water result in nonpecTu'l.iary externalities. For example, part 
of the costs of one individual's water withdrawals from an aquifer are 
bon1e by other persons who pump water from the same aquifer when the 
former's use results in a lowering of water levels, increased costs of 
pumping, and increased well-interference problems for the other users. 
Waste discharges from one use along a river affect the intake water and 
therefore the costs of other uses downstream. Withdrawals ·of water 
from a river for industrial use reduce the amount available for fish 
habitat and., thereby, may adversely affect the enviro:nment and recrea
tio11 opportunities. These ::1.re examples of priv8.te costs differing from 
social costs because of the presence of nonpecuniary externalities. An 
example of private benefits understating social benefits would be a 
case where the en_trapment of water behind a hydroelectric d~m !1ad pqsi-• 
tive benefits fo·r the recreational u~e of water upstream. 

In many cases, the nonpecuniaTy external effects of water use and 
water policy cannot be measured in dollars and cents. It is possible 
to estimate, in money terms, the private marginal value in use of water 
to a firm which contemplates locating upstrean1 from a recreational,
wildl ife a:rea. But how do~s one take into accotmt the loss in the re
creational value of the water due to pollution, and the impact on wild
life? This is a chtssic example of n0u-c:omparnoility and conflict of 
social goals: the maximizatlon of recreational and ecological ameni-
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ties not subject to such measurement. Such conflicts are subject only 
to legislative solution. 

C. Limitations of the Efficiency Guidelines 

The efficiency guidelines enumerated .abnve cannot be directly ap-·. 
plied towards the cre~tion of water allocation poli~y. Their role is 
limited to that·of a theoretical framework from which practical crit
eria for developing policy must evolve. Three groups of factors are 

. responsibly for thi.s limited role. These factors have to do with: 

a. Information limitations and uncertainty; 

b. Second best effects; and 

c. Fixed cost problems. 

1. Data Limitations and Uncertainty 

Unfortunately, any attempt to develop water allocation 
policies for the state will be hampered by insufficient in
formation concerning such factors as: 

a. The way water is used by a myriad of different 
industrial (including agricultural) processes, the 

· rates at which water use varies with output, the 
use of other inputs and the potential for technical 
change affecting the use of water in these process
-es; 

b. Hydrological conditions in thousands of speci
fic locations where water is used; and 

c. Random, cyclical and secular events affecting 
the economic and hydrological systems. 

Thus, it is necessary to design allocation policies which 
will·tend to promote efficient water allocation and which are 
amenable to adjustment by trial and errbr. 

2. Second Best Problems 

The nature of these problems is expressed by the follow
ing questj on: "If somewhere in the economy jnstitutional :n
rangements are such that some of the conditions for achieving 
the efficient allocation of ·al\ resources cannot be met, can a 
secon4 best ~ituation be attained if ail otlier effi~iency con
ditions a-r-e m3t?". A· similar question is: "Can efficiency be. 
achieved on a piecemeal basis?". The answer to these questions 
according to the theory of the second best is "no". 

This answer from theory would not seem to auger well for 
the usefulness of the efficiency guidelines since there can 
be no denying that in the. "r·eal world", efficiency conditions 
are veTy often not met and are constrained from doing so by 
powerful instl tutioaal fo~cces. Monopolistic and monopsonist ic 
practices i11 labor and pro<luct markets by large corporations 
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and laboT unions are common in the American economy and pre
vent the attainment of efficiency in resources and product 
markets. 

Can it be argued, therefore, that seeking to fulfill the 
efficiency guidelines in water use will promote overall op
timality? Perhaps not. On the other hand, perhaps they are 
useful in the achievement of more modest goals. Clearly, if 
no third parties are adversely affected, a transfer of water 
from low-valued uses to high-valued uses (relative to.costs) 
irnp;roves the allocation of water, even it over.all optimality 
is not achieved. 

Within the context of the theory of the second best it
self, it can be shown that if situations in which efficiency 
guidelines are. violated are no_t closely related to _situations 
in which improvement is sought, a piecemeal.approach can work. 
Fo-r example, the utility of the guidelines in improving the 
allocation of water in the agricultural sector in order to 
maximize crop output given limited water supplies- is not like
ly to be affected by oligopoly in the automobile industry. 

The existence. of the problem of the second best in prin
ciple, however, does make it necessary to study the context 
of specific water-allocation problems or classes or problems. 
in order to take into account relationships with factor and 
product markets in which there exist constraints against the 
achievement of efficient conditions. (Lipsey and Lancaster, 
pp. 11-32; and Henderson and Quandt, 1971, pp. 286-288.) 

3. Fixed Cost Problems 

In seeking to arrive at a more optimal distribution of 
water among competing uses, certain fixed costs may be incur
red·. Such costs are referred to as "fixed" because they do 
not vary with the amount of water supplied or used. Examples 
of these are the costs of installing meters to monitor water 
use, the costs of construction of capital facilities to pump, 
process or store water, and certain costs of managing water 
allocation policy. Cost of such investments do not vary with 
the quality of wat·er used or stored. 

To be worthwhile, the overall benefits achieved from a 
more optimal allocation of water must exceed the value of 
these fixed costs. In many small municipalities, for example; 
the cost of installing water meters might well exceed any 
gains from-the use of per-unit. rates to allocate water effi-

- ciently. 

D. Practical Criteria for-Efficient Allocational Policy 

The basic message of the economic theory for allocational policy 
is that in many specific cases, an·improvement in the efficiency with 
which water is allocated is possible if policy -is designed to imple
ment the efficiency guidelines subject to the qualifications just' dis
cussed. Ia practi~al terms, this means that water allocation policy 
should: 
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1. Sc~k to achieve or to remove obstacles to the achieve
ment of economic efficiency by promoting or all~wi~g appro
priate water reallocations. 

2. Be operable even in the absence of complete information. 

3. Take iI1to account external effects on parties not dir
ectly affected by water reallocations. 

4. Have minimum fixed costs of implementation including 
management and investment costs. 

5. Take into account market imperfections in economic sec
tors directly affected by water reallocitions or _in closely 
related sectors. 

III. A Brief Overview of Laws and Statutes Affecting Water Allocation in Minnesota 

The logical starting point for summarizing the body of water rights law in 
the State of Minnesota is the riparian doctrine. Historically, this doctrine is 
based upon the common law of England. Over the centuries as conflicts and cases 
in Britain arose, the English courts developed criteria to deal with them which 
became known as the common law. Minnesota, when it became a state, adopted this 
common law as a basis to be followed by its own courts, as did most all other · 
states. As time passed, the common law was modified substantially both by the 
Judiciary and the Legislature in. _light of the specific needs and conditions of 
the state. 

A. Case Law and the Riparian Doctrine 

1. Surface Water Case Law 

Riparian rights, as they were developed in England, are 
based on the ownership of land abutting on a body of water. 
There is no ownership in the corpus of the water but only a 
right to have it pass by your property, unhindered and undim
ished in quantity or quality. Each landowner along the banks 
has an_equal right to the water. Historically, under the com
mon law only "natural" uses could be made by the riparian own
er; this wa~ limited to only essential domestic uses. Irriga
tion or any other consumptive use was considered 11artificial" 
and was not allowed. 

Under th~s doctrine~ if a riparian owner sells a portion 
of his land that does not abut the body of water, riparian 
rights do.not pass to the new owner. Also, if a riparian buys 
land adjoining his riparian land but not abutting the body of 
water, riparian rights do not apply to the new-iand. That is, 
riparian Tights can be diminishe<l and they cannot be expanded. 

The historical common law ripad an doctrine is very 
.strict and over the years most riparian states, :including 
Minnesota, have modified it into what is known a.s the Ameri
can reasonable use doct-rone of ripo.riah rights. Under this 
doctrine, each proprietor has a p:ri velego -co make a ber1efici
al use of the wateT for any purpose, provided that such use 
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does not unreasonably interfere with the bcncfic:ial use of 
others. That·is, the use must be reasonable and it must not 
unreasonably inte-rfere with .any other use. W11at is Tcason
able and unreasonable is to be deciued on zt case by case bas
is by considering the p,utic:u1ar facts involved. 

In Red River R611er Mills vs. Wright, 30 Minn. 249, 15 
N.W. 167--(188:5), the Minnesota Supreme Court stated ..... 

"His (riparian owner) enjoyment must necessarily be 
according to his opportunities pricrr to those below 

·him, and subsequent to those above him, and liable 
to be modified or abrogated by the reasonable use 
of the stream by others." 

This is, the right of a riparian to use water is limited 
_by the degree and-the manner that other Tiparians use the wat
er. 

This is further complicated by the fact that riparian 
rights are not lost by nonuse. In Reeves vs. Backus-Brooks 

·co.? 83 Minn. 339, 86 N.W. 337 (1901), the Minnesota court 
stated ..... 

"· •. it matters not how much the .owner of land upon 
a stream has actually used_ the water, or whether he 
has used it at all, his right to the use 6£ it as a 
riparian owner remains unaffected during any period 
of time4" 

It is possible that if., a-t a certain point in time, a par
ticular use of X amount of wateT by a riparian is deemed reason
able; at a later time, when more riparian's are exercising 
their rights, the use or the amount might be deemed unreason
able. 

Due to Minnesota's relative abundance of water such sit.,;. 
uations have been rare to date . 

. In Mitchell vs. City of St. Paul, 225 Minn. 390, 31 N .W. 
2d. 46 (1948), the court held that the use of water for a muni
~ipal water supply was a. public right and was supTeme ovex- all 
other rights. That is, the use of water for the inhahita ts 

·of a city is reasonable per se and has paramount·priority over 
all other rights. It should be notec. that this holding has 
been modified somewhat by recent Minnesota statutes, which 
will be discussed later. The preferen·ce for municipal or dom
estic use is very cor:unon across the country, even in nonripar-
ian states. 

2. Ground Water 

·under the common law of England, a pToperty holder owned 
everything above and below his land. There was absolute ovmcr
ship of all that lay nnder the lar..d, incll!ding water~ UndeT 
this doctrine, ;i. landmmer had 2..n absolute right to pump all 
tho ground i..;,Her he wished even if he lowered the water table 
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and affected his neighbor rs we.11. While many states still 
have this oJd English rule, Minnesota has modified it by ap
plyjng the 1-\Jnerican reasonable use rule to h .. - That is, you 
can pump all the groundwater you wish for any reasonable ben-• 
eficial use, pTovided. you do not unreasonably interfere with 
anyone else's beneficial use. As wi tJ1 sur £ace water, the 
decision as to what is reasonable an unreasonable is made 
upon the partic.ular facts of each case. 

B. - StatutoIT Law 

The State of Minnesota has require4 a permit to appropriate water 
since 1937. The pTesent law is Minnesota Statute section 105.41, subd. 
1, which states that a permit is required for anyone apprcpriating or 
using any surface or gTound water in the state, and charges the Commis
sioner of Natural Resources with the responsibility fo-r issuing the 
permits. Any domestic use seTving less than 25 persons is exempt from 
this statute. Department of Natural Resources rules aJ.so exempt useTs 
who withdrm•-i less than 10,000 gallons per day cmd le:ss than 1,000 J 000 
gallons per yea:r. This further examption is permissible under M. S. 
105. 41 ::o subd. lb. 

Section 105. 44 .sets. furth the procedure that is followed after an 
application for a permit is received. Subdivision 1 requires maps,· 
p~ans and specifications detailing the proposed appropriation, includ
in_g environmental effects and possible alternatives. 

The Commissioner rriay invoke a public hearing on an appropria.tion 
permit request but if such a hearing is demanded by af fect·ed parties, 
a hearing m11st be held. 

Under section 105. 45, the Com.missioner is required to g:rant a 
permit if the applicant's plans are reasonable, practical and will 
adequately protect public safety and promote the public welfare. This 
·section, in effect, makes the American reasonable use doctrine the 
criteria for the issuance of permits, with the Commissioner of Natural 
Resourc0s deciding what is reasonable and unreasonable. The Commis
sioner also has the power to cancel or modify the terms of a permit 
under section 105.44, subd. 9. 

Subd. 9. Limitations on permits. Except as otherwise 
expressly provided by law, every pe11nit issued by the com
missioneT of natural res01.1rces under the provisions of 
Minnesota St:.:1t11tes 1949, Sections 105.37 to 105.55~ OT any 
amendment thereof_, shall be subject to the following: 

(1) Cancell?,tion by the commissioner at any time if 
deemed necessary by him fo1· any cause for the protection of 
the_public interests; 

(2) Such further conditions respe(:ting the term of the 
peTmit or the cancell::::.tion thereof as the commissioner may 
Jtrescribe and insert in the permit; 

(3) All applicable prov1.s1.ons of law existing at the 
ti.me of 'Lllt! i.s su:1r1ce c,f t:he p er1r1i 1~ 01 ·tlt~~fea r~t (:~:.r 6.11acted b}r 

the legis1::1ture; 
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(4) Any applications gTanted under subdivision 8} er 
deemed gTantcd under the provisions thereof, shall likewi::;e 
be subject to the forrigoing provisions of this subdivision, 
and shal 1 be subject also· to cancellation by the commissioner 
upon the reconm1endation of the supervisors of the soil and · 
water conservation district wherein the land to be irrigated_ 
is located. 

Anyone who feels he was wrongly denied 
ly affected by the issuance of a permit may 
edy through Minnesota Statutes Chapter 15. 
he may then bring the case.to the courts. 

a permit or who is adverse
seek an administrative rem
If that proves inadequate, 

The practice of the Department of Natural Resources has been to 
issue permits based upon the reasonable use theory, subject to the 
statutes setting forth guidelines. It should be noted that the Depart
ment of Natural Resources is presently formulating a written set of 
rules and regulations that will govern wateT permits: 

The pivot point of the statutes that concerns water permits is 
the priority scheme set forth in Minnesota Statutes 105.41, subd. la. 
Tbe law sets up a five-tier pTiority system. First priority: domes~ 
tic water supply, excluding industrial and commercial use of munici
pal water supply. Sec.and priority: any consumptive use of less than 
10,000 gallons per day. Third priority: agricultural irrigation and 
agricultural processing. Fourth priority: power production. Fifth 
priority: other uses. 

The way the system works, if a lower priority user interferes 
with a higher priority user, for example, if an irrigator interferes 
with a domestic well, the domestic user has legal priority ove:r the 
irrigator. In the actual chain of events, the Department of Natural 
Resources, Division of Waters attempts to reconcile the situation 
either by adjusting the irrigator's permit or working out an agree
ment where the irrigator helps to improve the domestic well. If this 
is unacceptable, then there are administrative remedies and then the 
courts. 

Section 105.415 provides a special procedure for permits request
ing ground water use for irrigation. Class A applications are for 
areas of the state that have adequate ground water data. Class B ap
plications are.for areas that do not have suffident hydrological data-· 
for determining the meTits of _each application. Class B applications 
require aquifer information and, in some cases, a pwnping test before 
a peTmit is issued. 

Section 105.416, subd. 3, states that c., permit will not be issue.d 
unless the water supply is available for the proposed use without re
ducing wateT levels beyond the reach of-vicinity wells constructed in 
accordance with the water well construction code. 

Appropriation £:ron surface waters is covered by section 105.417. 
It requii-es that no consumptive uses of surface water be allowed dur
ing low flow periods. Subd ~ 3 limits collective wi.-tJdr:1wals. t0 one
half acre-foot of water per acre of waterbasin, for P~ch wnterbnsj_n 
in the state. This section aL;o provides for a "pre-; ·t ion el cYc.1.t.ionn 
for each waterbasin, below ivhi.ch no appropriation wi l > be allowed. 
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This protection elevation i~_; for both ecological reasons and to main
taip the levels for other_ uses. App:copTiations from designated. trout 
streams are limited to·temporary permits. Lastly, this· section re
quires each applicatio~_for surface water to provide a contingency 
plan that will be followed if further· appropriatioi1 is restricted. 

Minnesota Statutes section 105.418 provides that during a criti
cal water deficiency as declared by the Governor, public wateT supply 
authorities must restr-ict lawn spTinkling, car washing, golf course 
and park irrigation and other non--essen.tial uses. 

The iron and copper-nickel mining industry receives special con'."" 
sideration in section 105.64. They may be granted permits for the 
drainage, diveTsion control of, and use of, any water for the mining 
of ore. 

While the DepaTtment of Natural Resources has the main responsi
bility for water within the state, there are other agencies that are 
concerned with it. 

The Water Resourc.es Board was created to provide a forum for con
flicts concerning water rights. In sections 105.71 to 105.79, the 
procedure by which the Board hears cases is set forth. The Board has 
the power to· hear questions of water policy in the ar-eas of water con
servation, water pollution, preservation of wildlife, drainage, soil 
conservation, public recreation., forest management and municipal plan
ning. 

The Water Resources Board is also responsible for the establish
ment of watershed districts.- These are local districts formed by 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 112. The purposes for which a watershed 
district can be established include flood control, improvement of 
stream channels, water supply for irrigation, regulating stream flow 
and providing water supplies (section 112.36). 

Under section ·112.71, the district has a property right in any 
wa+-~r that the district's works-or systems make available. The dis
tr~-~t then may lease or assign·such property rights for co~pensation. 

Soil and water conservation districts may be formed under Minne
sota Statute chapter 40. The purposes of such districts include pre
venting erosion, sedimentation and siltation, controlling floods, pre-. 
venting impairment _of dams a11d reservoirs, assist in maintaining the 
navigability of rivers and harbors and to p:rotect wildlife (section 
40.02). A soil and water conservation district may own and operate 
structural measures and other works of improvement to further such 
purposes. This implies that, subject to necessary a.pprovals and per
mits by the commiss{oner, such di.stricts would have the right to con
trol the levels and use of waters within such improvements. 

c. A Criti-que of Water Al location Under Minnesota Water Law 

1. Problems with the Riparian Doctrine 

By itself, the riparian doctrine promotes neither the 
efficient n.oT the equitable aJlocation of water. UndeT this 
doctrine, the allocation of water is to a large extent <let-
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ermined by the J ocation of individual wat.er users> irn.:spec
t:i.ve of the value and costs in use of the water to each of 
them. There 3re likely to be many situations where water 
transfers could take place between riparian and nonrip:irians 
so tha.t parties to each transfer \•/ere better off. The effi
cient allocation of water cannot be ac;,hieved under a system of 
water law which.inhibits such transfers. Under current state 
law, transfers to nonriparians by water utilities and arrange
ments for some transfers on a case by case basis have been per
missible, but wider use of such transfers may be necessary to 
secure efficient water allocation in areas where water is un
evenly distributed. 

2. Problems with the Current Priority System During Water 
ShoTtages 

Al though the current priority system 11as in general been 
satisfactory, particularly with regard to the protection of 
domestic water supply, during a prolonged and relatively severe 
water shortage in a given area, it could inhibit the efficient 
and equitable allocation of water. 

As stated jn Section II. of this report, the efficient al
location of water depends on the marginal value of water in 
different uses and in the marginal costs of supplying water to 
these uses. The relative marginal values and costs. of alter
native uses have little to do with the classification of uses 
in the current priority system. While, admittedly, the margin
al value of water in certain domestic uses is likely to be high, 
not all domestic uses are more vital than uses in lower prior
ity classifications. In general, it can be stated that, from 
an economic point of view, not all uses of water in higher 
priority classes are more beneficial than uses in lower classes. 

In addition, this priority system would not necessarily 
bring about equitable allocation during a water shortage. 
Again, this is because specific uses in higher priority classes 
may be less preferred to uses in lower priority classes accord
ing to the values of many members of the public and because 
unjustifiable discrimination in favor of certain classes of 
users may take place. 

Finally, this priority system is essentially a statewide 
pr.eferenr,e system which fails to :recognize regional and local 
differences in the economic and technical conditions of water 
use, in local hydrological conditions ~nd in citizen prefer
ences. 

IV. A Brief Overview of Laws and Statutes Affecting Allocation in Se1ecteci 
Other States 

A. The Prior .Approp-:riation DoctTine 

There are essentially two doctrines of water law followed in the 
United States, the Tiparian doctrine anc.l the prior appropriation doc
trine. The riparian doctrine is based upon the common law of England 
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and is gener_ally followed in the humid climate of the Eastern states. 
The prior appropTiation doctrine is a uniquely regional product, deve
loped in consideration of the relative scarcity of water in the West
ern states. 

The·essential elements of the riparian doctrine were discussed 
in the section on Minnesota water laws. It is unnecessary to repeat 
them here. 

The historical roots of the prior-appropriation ·doctrine go ·back 
to the California gold rush. The miners did not own the land they 
worked. They were t_respassers or squatters on public property. Nev
ertheless, they needed water to wash the gold out of the hills, so 
they t6ok it. As time passed, this ripened into a legal right to use 
the water, and was recognized by state law. 

The basic theory of prior appropriation is .first in time, first 
in right. That is, the first peTson to use the water of a particular 
stream has the right to any quantity of water he wishes, up to the 
full amount. The second in time can use only the amount not used by 
the first. The third can use any amount not used by the first and 
second, and· so on.. In times of shortage, junior appropriators were 
simply out of luck. The first appropriators took their full quantity 
of water even if that left none for the others. 

Obviously, such a system is not likely to be equitable or effi
cfent unless the sale or water rights is permitted. In theory, undeT 
the appropriative doctrine, such rights are freely alienable; that is, 
they can be bought and sold. ·However, in practice legal qualifica
tions on such sales tend to inhibit them. . (Gaffney, pp_. 221 and 222.) 

Appropriative rights can be lost through non-use. The water must 
be put to beneficial use and continue in such a use for the appropria
tor to retain his right. This means that it pays to use water whether 
one needs it or not as long as this use gives the appearance of being 
beneficial. This is hardly conducive to water conservation or effici
ent and equitable allocation. (Gaffney, p. 210.) 

B. Water Rights Laws in Four Representative States 

1. Ohio 

The state of Ohio strictly adheres to the doctrine of 
riparian rights. Anyone wishing to use water must adhere 
to the doctrine of riparian rights and the reasonable use 
rule. The:re must be ownership of the abutting land and the 
uses that the water is put to must be reasonable and must 
not unreasonably inteTfere with anyone else's use. Every 
riparian owneT makes his own decision as to th.e manner and 
the amount of water he ·will use. The riparian ovme-.r' s deci
sicn is questioned only if anotheT riparian brings a lawsuit 
claiming that his own use of the water is being infringed 
upon. Only then does the reasonable use rule of riparian 
rights come into play to decide who is entitled to how.much 
water. 

In Ohio, a water use perm:it is on]y requi-red to with-
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draw wateT from a state-owned canal, lake or reservoir. This 
is a narrow proprietary purpose rather than an attempt to regu-
late the state ts watei' resources. Ohio courts have upheld 1:he 
common law prcfcrencE; for domestic watel' USC; tr1ere are no 
other priorities followed. 

In the area of groundwater, Ohio adheres to the English 
absolute owner-ship rule. That is., ground water is part of the 
land and the owner may withdraw as much as he pleases, provided 
only that there is no malicious intent to deprive someone else 
of water. While no permits are required and anyone can drill 
a well, the law requires that the drilling records of all wells 
be submitted to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. 

The Ohio water rights laws exemplify a system of minimum 
regulation. The ample rainfall and water resources of the 
Eastern states have minimized problems with such systems. 

2. Illinois 

The state of Illinois has a permit system, but it is s ev
el'.ely limited in its scope. The permit 1 aw (Illinois Statute 
19, section 65) is only applicable to "public waters". Public 
waters are by definition those bodies of water that are conrrner
cially navigable. The statute goes on to say that peTini ts are 
needed for withdrawals of water for industTial, manufacturing 
and public utility uses. The criteria used to determine wheth
er a permit should be issued is whetheT the withdrawal wiJ.l in
terfere with navigation or any of the other public rights to 
use the waters. Permits are valid for a set number of years, 
up to a maximum of 40. Permits can be renewed. An interesting 
feature of this statute is that it allows permits to be issued 
to nonriparians. 

All other uses and bodies of water not covered in the stat~ 
ute are governed by the reasonable use rule of the riparian doc-• 
trine. 

While the Illinois statute is far from comprehensive and 
it was originally enacted only to protect navigation, in prac
tice it provides some measure of regulation to most large wateT 
users in the state .. 

In the area of groundwater, Illinois adheres to the English 
absolute ownership rule. Nevertheless if you wish to drill a 
well you must file a notification of interest with the Illinois 
Department of Mines and Minerals, and if it will go below the 
glacial drift, a permit must be issued. Since permits are giv
en as a matter of cource, this is not a regulatory sta~ute. 
Its purpose is to gather dat·a. 

Th~ IHinois system is typical of many east.em states. 
Most have some form of a. permit system but with extensive excep
tions so that a significant portion of the state's water use is 
outside of regulation. 
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3. Colorado 

The state of Color_ado is a "pure" prior appropriation 
state. The ripaTian rights doctrine was never adopted by the 
state. All w·ate1-- rights in Colorado are based upon prior ap-

- propriation. The Colorado Constitution in Article 16, Section 
6, provides_ 11 the right to divert unappTopriated waters of any 
natural stream for beneficial uses shall never be denied". 

There is no permit system for surface water in Colorado. 
A person desir-ing water makes his own judgement as to the am
ount of unappropriated water in a stream and bases his appro
priations on that. The state has set up a "water judiciary" 
within the court system. If there is any water dispute or if 
an appropriator wants to document his water rights, he may 
seek an adjudication. All appropriators on a particular 
str~am may be brought in and a listing of priorities made. 
The water judge decides in what order the apprcp.riat.ors put 
the water to beneficial use and the amount each is entitled to. 

In the area of ground water, a recent statute requires 
peTmits foi,..· withdrawa1 in those areas of the state that have 
expeTienced ground wateT problems. 

About half of the Western states have a pure prior appro
priation system similar to Colorado. The other half recognizes 
both prior appropriation and riparian rights. 

4. California 

California is a good example of a state who's water law 
is a mixture of appropriative and riparian rights. Under Cali
fornia law nonriparians who wish to approp-riate water must ob
tain a permit as well as an easement to obtain water from rip
arian-owned lands. The Calif01~nia Water Resources Control 
Board makes a determination of the availability of water in the 
particular stream and decides whether to issue ·a permit based 
upon the public interest, which include~ environmental concern 
and other beneficial use·s of the water. The permit tee must 
diligently put the water to beneficial use or lose the right. 

Riparians do not need a permit to withdraw water, but 
they must put the water to reasonable beneficial use. In Cali
fornia riparian rights are not lost by non-use. Thus, future 
riparian uses must be conside-red. A use that is presently 
reasonable may be unreasonable in the future when more ripaT
ians are exercising their rights. 

Conflicts between Tiparians are resolved by deteTITiining 
the reasonable beneficial use of a particular body of water. 
A significant limitation of the riparian right in California 
is that a riparian right may be infe·.cior to 2.n appropTiati ve 
right. It depends on temporal priority, that is, who's rights 
were vested first. So if·an appropriator began using water in 
1880 from a particular st-ream, his rights would be inferior to 
those riparians who took title to their land from the federal 
government before 1880. Further, the appropriator's rights 
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would be superioT to those riparians who first took title after 
1880. -In this particular example, ·both pre-1880 and post-1880 
riparians would have equal standing. The relative dates are 
only important between an appropriatoT and a riparian. 

Ground water law in California is based upon the American 
reasonable use doctrine, that is, any r-easonable beneficial 
use may be made of the water. California case law goes beyond 
that by applying the correlative rights rule. That is, dis
putes between overlying landowners concerning the use of ground 
water to which they have equal rights but of which there is in
sufficient supply for their total withdrawal demands are to be 
settled by allowing each to withdraw,a fair and just proportion 
of the total amount withdrawn. Each overlying landowner is al
lowed to pump a "reasonable" share, usually based on the amount 
of overlying land he mms. 

In the si tuo..tion of ground wa t ,pro-n-riations, that is 
where water is pumped from one bc:i.si. non. erlyinf lands, the 
doctrine of mutual prescription applit;.:,. If the basin is being 
pumped at the safe yield and then in one year there is an over
dra .. it, · the overlying landowners can bring an action to halt the 
appropriators from pumping in the reverse order from that in 
which the appropriators began withdrawing. However, if there 
is a continuous overdraft and the overlying landowners allow 
the appropriators to keep pwnping for five years, then the ap
propriators have a vested right in a shaTe of the ground water 
in any futuTe adjudication, based on the amount each has pumped 
during those five years. 

C. A Model (?) Water Code 

In a Model Water Code by F. E. Maloney, R. C. Ausness and J. S. 
Morris (University of Florida Press, 1972), a comprehensive set of water 
laws is set forth. The authors formulated this code to take advantage 
of the best features of both the riparian and prior appropriation doc
trines. The central point of the code requires a permit for all water 
use, surface and ground; exempting only individual domestic use. Per
mits are limited to SO years for a municipality and 20 years for all 
other uses. Permits may be renewed. The criteria for the issuing of 
permits is whether the water will be put to a "reasonable and benefi
cial use." That being defined as "use of water is _such quantity as is 
necessary for economic a.nd efficient utilization for a purpose and in 
a manner which is both reasonable and consistent with the public inter
est"o This corr.bines the reasonable use rule with the prior appropria
tion beneficial use doctrine. 

The model code has no preference system and in the case of two com-
peting applications for a permit, the permit is given to the use that 
best serves the public interest. In the code, water rights could be 
lost through two years of non-use. In times of water shortages, the 
code provides for restrictive water use. 

The main point of the Model Water Code.is ·that it brings virtual
ly all water use m-ider state Tegulation. The present Minnesota code 
is simila1.·ly coiitprehensi ve, as it: covers almost all water use in the 
state. 
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The Iowa Water Code (Chapter 4SSA) enacted in 1957 is similar to 
the model water code. Pe17nits are required and the water must be put 
to "beneficial'! use. Permits are renewable ten•-year periods and water 
rights may be lost by three years of non-use. The Iowa Natural Re
sources Council has the right to establish minimwn ·nows for all water
ways anu. has the power to reduce Weiter use during water shortages to 
protect the public interest. The Iowa code is not completely compTe-
hensive as it dcies not cover certain substantial water uses that were 
in existence prior to 1957. 

D. Conclusions 

The prior appropriation doctrine, at least as it has been prac
ticed in most western states, offers no improvement over the riparian 
system in Minnesota. Water is allocated on a first in time, first in 
right basis without any relationship to efficiency or equity. Water 
rights transfers, while theoretically possible under the system, are 
in fact, inhibited by mazes of legality. 

The system of water allocation in the two riparian states consid
ered, Ohio and Illinois] is probably inferior to the system as practic
ed in Minnesota. In both states, regulation of water withdrawals is 
minimal. In Ohio a water use permit is only required to withdraw wat
er from a state-owned canal, lake or reservoir. In Illinois there is 
some regulation of withdrawals by large manufacturing plants and power 
uti.lities from commercially navigable bodies of water. In both states, 
the English absolute ownership rule applies to ground water withdraw
als. Thus, individuals suffering well-interferen·ce problems must 
prove malicious intent in the courts. At least, under Minnesota law 
there is some protection for stream flows, lake levels and domestic 
use, and in water disputes, indirect costs of water use can be taken 
into account without having to prove malicious intent. 

Water law in Colorado is based solely on the prior appropriation 
doctrine. Thus, th~ aforementioned criticisms of this doctrine apply 
to water allocation in this state. One feature of interest of the 
Colorado water allocation system is the "water judiciary" set up with
in the court system. Because of the technical nature of water dis
putes, a branch of the judicial system devoted solely to water prob
lems seems a good idea. Judges within such a system would be well
informed on water-related issues because of their training and exper
ience, and therefore, would be in a better position to understand 
the issues involved.in each case and to make better decisions. 

In California, environmental concerns and the Tea.sonable benefi
cial use of concerned parties are taken into account in the granting 
of peTmits to non-ripaTians (who are able to obtain water from public 
lands or from riparian lands by means of easements) and in disputes 
among riparians. Thus, there is some attempt to achieve rational wat
er allocation. NeverthE.less: disputes &11ong appropriative withdrawers 
and between app:ropriative withdrawers and riparian withdrawers are 
settled according to the first in time, first in right principle. 
disputes among ground water wi T.hdTawers are settled by proportional 
rationing often based t~on the proportion of land held by each over 
the aquifer. Thus 1 for the most part allocation is based on histori
cal factors and not un either efficiency or equity. 
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The model water code discussed in the previous subsection attempts 
to arrive at efficient water allocation by requiring that permits be 
Issued for·thc economic and efficient use of water "consistent with ·the 
public inte1'est 11

, aind by granting permits for that use which "best 
serves the public interest" when there is competition for the granting 
of a permit to water from a particulir water source. Thus, the permit
ting authority as presumed to be capable of judging among the relative 
merits of pToposed uses of water. The ability to make such decisions 
in Minnesota and, thereby, ard:ve at equitable and efficient water allo
cation, is limited by the lack of the necessary hydroiogical and econo
mic infoTmation. Because, under this code, water Tights can be lost 
after two years of non-use, an incentive is provided for the unneces-
sary use of water. · · 

It would appeaT from the foregoing that in the allocation of water 
Minnesota could derive little benefit by adopting features of water law 
practic~d in the. states corisidered. Of greatest· interest is the water 
judiciary which operates in Colorado. Such a system might be approp
riate in Minnesota for dealing with water disputes which arise because 
of the J,'nability of any water allocation plan or system ·to deal with 
all pos:€dble contingencies. The "model" water code of Subsection C 
leaves 'foo much to be decided by the piecemeal' appr-oach of 1i tiga tion 
and rel1es too much on the decisions of ·permit -grantors. 
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Al ternativo Anrroaches to Allocation in 'Minnesota 
--··-~---~•-"---•--'··· .. •-----.. -..-.-..- ,~.,.,___r_._ .... ___,. __ .....__,,_,,.. ___ ,._~-~-

V~ Allocation at The Source 

The purpose of this section is to present options for improving the 
efficiency with which water is allocated among those who withdraw water 
directly from a surface water or groundwater source, and those who ·use 
water for non-withdrawal purposes. Thus, it is concerned with the alloca
tion of water among ·self-supplied <lomestic users, self-supplied industrial 
users, intermediate water suppliers such as municipal water utilities and 
rural water systems, persons who engage in water-related recreation and 
environmentcrl requirements for .ground· and surface water levels and flows. 

This section is designed to provide a first consideration of the 
available option~. Further research would be required before any of these 
could be finally accepted or rejected for use anywhere in the state. In 
particular, more detailed consideration would have to be given to ad
ministrative and other costs and to the expected ben~fits of some of the 
alternatives. In addition, possible legal and constitutional implications 
of the options ,,.1ould have to be explored. 

All of the options presented for allocating water from a given 
source would requix:e that the rnn fl rst· dete-rmine the maxlmun1 amount of 
water, which coulc.l be withdrawn or· consumed from the source and/ or the 
magnitude of any other Televant.hydrological parameters and that all 
arrangements for the allocation of the water.be contigent upon the DNR's 
perogative to limit the total amount of water withdrawn from any public 
source. 

A. The Current sy~t~m-irt Mirtnesota 

Certainly a viable option to consider is the current system of 
allocating water in the State of Minnesota discussed above in 
Section III. This system includes the riparian doctrine of common law, 
Minnesota Statute law including the water priority and permitting 
system, and DNR policy to implement the law. 

1. Disadvantages of the Current System 

In Section III, ~his system was criticized on the grounds 
that, particularly during severe water shortages, it could 
inhibit the efficient and equitable allocation of water. More 
specifi c'.11 ly: . 

~- Wate.i:· allocation under the riparian system is 
primarily determined on the basis of location and 
.not on its value an<l cost in alternative uses as 
would be the case unaer an efficient allocation system. 
(See ~:.:ection IT for an explan:J.tion of the principles 
of efficient allocation). 

Under cur-rent state law)• transfers to non
riparians by water utilities and arrangements for 
some transfers on a case by case basis have been 
permissible, but wider use of su~h t~ansfers may be 
necessary to secure efficient water allocation in 
areas suffering from water-shortage problems and 
where water is unevenly distributed. 
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B. 

h. The priority system j s critisized (Section III. C, 2) 
on the gTo unds th::1 t du-rini; a watcT short8 ge -j_ t couJ d 
inhibit the efficient and equitable allocation of wa1:"er. 
This is· because the priority classifications have little 
relevance tq the marginal values and costs of water in 
alternative uses, because they may not reflect the values 
of many segments of the public, and because unjustifiable 
discrimination in favor of certain classes of users may 
take place. In addition, the current priority system 
is state-wide in nature and does not take account of_ 
regional and local diffetences in hydrological features 
and in. the costs and benefits of water use. 

2. Ad~.a.ntages of the Current Syst~m 

The current water allocation system does, however, have 
some advantages. Among these are the following: 

a. It is obviously polit-rcally acceptable. 

b. Si.nee domestic use has the highest priority under 
this system~ basic necessitj uses are for the most part 

d • ' • h. protecte VIS ~ vis· most ot er uses. 

c. This system is- -.relatiyely inexpensJve to administer 
and an adminis-trative structure is, currently in place. 

Allocation Among Riparians and Other Wi thdrawers During_ 
Water Shortages 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the allocation of water 
dtiring water shortages among riparians and other withdrawers. The 
"other withdrawers" are those who withdraw water from the source but 
do not use the water on riparian lands. This would include water 
utilities and rural water systems and could potentially include other 
nonriparian users who would withdraw water under the options 
suggested in subsections which follow. 

It should be pointed out at the outset that the policies 
discussed here are not meant to be state-wide :policies but could be 
applied at specific water souTces whe·re water-shortage problems 
occurred. 

1. Pro-rata Rationing During a Water Shortage 

This approach to water shortage could be applied during 
a temporary water shortage to protect the level of the water in 
a lake or aquifer, or tha flew of water in a stream. It would 
be applied at specific locations where ·ivater shortages occur. 
The estimated available wc=1.ter supply would be apportioned 
among useTs according to the maximum withdrawal quantities spe
cified on their permits, or according to their actual with
drawals averaged ove:r some period of time. Thus, under this 
system, the allocation of water is determined by past use, net 
on the value of water in alternative uses and is, therefore, 
not likely to be efficient. If the duration of the water, 
shortage were relatively short, the costs of this misallocation, 
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in the form of foregone benefits, would pTnlJably be low. On 
the other hand, tho costs of rnisallocation could be sub
stantia] if the water sh~>Ttage were a chronic one of long 
duration. 

In the absence of an effective ~ay to monitor water use 
(for exarnp.le with spot checks on meters)_, the enfon:ement of 
this policy would be forced to rely on moral suasion and 
education. Nevertheless, the policy would be easy to implement, 
since it would primarily entail informing water users to ~ut 
their water use by a fixed percentage or informing them that the 
maximum allowable withdrawals under the terms bf their permits 
had been revised downward by a fixed percentage. Thus, this 
approach might be most useful in a temporary water shortage 
caused by a drought which was expected to be of relatively 
short duration. 

2. Benchmark Water-Shortage Pricing 

This option could be used at a specific water source where 
there is a water shortage. At present, widespr~ad use of this 
option would be limited because, as discussed below; its 
operation would depend on the ability of a water management 
authority to monitor hydrological conditions and adjust the 
price charged per unit of water accordingly. Thus, it would 
probably be necessary at first to try out the policy at a 
particula:r water sources on an experimental basis. 

According to economic theory, one way to allocate water 
at a source in such a way as to approach fulfilling the effic.ien- · 
cy guidelines of Section II is to charge each user a per-unit 
consumption charge equal to the shadow price of the water. 
(See II. A for a definition of this term). Since each incre
ment of water consumed. by each user is less- highly valued than 
the preceeding one, eventually use-.rs will on the average use 
just that quantity of water at which the marginal value in use 
of the water consumed equals the price charged for the water. 
Under this scheme, a single price would.be charged for the 
water, thus efficiency guideline 1 would be fulfilled. If we 
assume that the pTivatc marginal value in use for each user 

· is e~ial to the social margitial value in use; guideline 2 will 
also be fu1fi..lled.. · 

There is, however 1, a major pro bl em with this approach. 
How is the shado~ price of water to be measured? To estimate 
this accurately, detailed knowledge concerning the hydrological 
environment and the economic, soci~.l, and other benefits and 
costs of the water would be required. Usually much of this 
information ls not available. 

An alternative to attcmptlng to estimating the shadcM 
price of water at a source is to determine the price of 
water consumption by trial and·error using objective hydrolo
gical indicators to judge the success of the policy. 
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Let us consider how this approach might be applied to 
allocating wa tcr fro-m an aquifer or from a river. 

a. Surface Water 

A price could be established for river water con
sumed. if during a water shortage the rate of flow of the 
river water .fell to within some specified percentage 
points of the average flow in the river. For example, if 
a 1090 of average minimum flow standard were adopted 
(See Gibson) then a price could be levied when the actual 
flow fell below 15% of average. The price .could be 
adjusted until the 15% level were achieved. If at zero 
price the level of flow were above 15% of average, then 
zero is the proper price. If the flow is so lo.w that the 
natural rate of the flow of the river (assuming no con
sumption) is 10% of the average flow or less, then the 
price of the water should be prohibitive in order to dis
courage any constunption. A similar program could be 
applied to lakes with lake levels being monitored. 

Under this program, consumption of water for human 
ba,sic necessities could be exempted or directly sub
sidized. 

One problem with this approach is that it would be 
enforceable only on users with permits.and meters and 
would require at least spot checks by personnel of the 
water-allocation authority. Thus, an unfair share of the 
cost of the program would fall upon metered customers. 
One way of a.meliorating this problem would be to require 
more widespread metering or, where metering -is infeasible, 
other approaches to the accurate measurement of water use. 

b. Ground Water 

A similar approach might be used in the future to 
allocate groundwater. For a particular aquifer, a bench
mark ground water level, for example the safe yield level, 
could be specified. 

When the ground water level· fell below the specif1ed. 
level, a water charge could be instituted and adjusted 
until the level were reestablished at the benchmark level, 
or until ground water use was halted to prevent excessive 
mining of the aquifer. 

The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources is now 
in the process of expanding its network of observation wells 
to monitor the groundwater systems of the state. Such a 
network, along with the more widespread metering of ground 
water use would be necessary to implement such a program 
on a wide scale. 
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At the present time, only the roughest outline of 
this approach can be discus?ed .. More detailed hydrological 
study would be -required to establish procedures for· deter.
mining benchrnQrk water levels antl appropriate means of 
monitoring .them. 

This approach would be more expens-i ve to administer than 
pro-.rata r·ationing because it would require t~e setting up, 
maintenance., and.monitoring of hydrological monitoring equipment 
and because it would require personnel to establish and 
administer the prices charged. Thus, the costs of such a 
program might be justified only in areas where water shortages 
were chronic and where, in the absence of the policy, large 
costs of water misallocation would accumulate over time. 

It is likely that any scheme for.allocating water by means 
of pricing would run into stiff opposition: On the surface, it 
might appear heartless to increase the price of water during a 
time when firms (including farms) are suffering economic hard
ships due to a drought. The fallacy of this sort of thinking is 
that it assumes that water is free and that it is the allocating 
authority which is imposing a·cost. rn·fact, during a ·water 
shortage, in the absence of any allocation policy, these costs 
exist in the form of opportunity costs and externalities imposed 
by users on each other. The purpo~e of a :pricing policy would 
be to spread these costs out more evenly and efficiently by 
for.cing users to take into account the implicit costs of their 
water use (see Section II. B above) . 

A significant.obstacle to the achievement of.civerall 
efficiency in the allocation of water is a lack of information 
concerning the interrelationships among groundwater and surface 
water sources in the state.· Suppos-e, for. example, that part of 
the water in a surface source recharges the level of water in a 
nearby aquifer. Then water consumption from the surface source 
may reduce the rate of recharge to the aquifer and ·affect 
ground water users. Thus, part of the shadow price of water 
consumed from the surface source is due to the effect of that 
consumption on the ground water users. To approach efficiency 
in the allocation of water from the perspective of both the 
aquifer and the surface water source, the impact crf surface 
water. consumption on the ground water source would have• to be 
monitored as 'irnll as the level of water in th.e suTface water 
source for- pTicing policy or for det0rmining the amount of 
water to be pro-rated among ~ermit holders. 

Similarly, the impact of_consumption of water from 
ground water sources on surface water sources would need to -be 
monitored to.approach optimality in the allocation of water from 
both types of sources. 

Unfo1·tunately, in order to monitor all such intersource 
impacts, muc:1 noro hydrological information would be required 
than is presently available. Thus, allocation efforts will 
have tc be practiced on the basis of currently available 
information concerning these interelationships. Modifications 
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in policy will be required if it becomes apparc11t that water 
use from one source is advcTsely nffecting watcT use fronJ_ ano._thcr. 

3. Trading in Joint Pe~mit Shares 

One way to avoid the inefficient allocation which would take 
place under pro-rata rationing and the trial and error approach 
of benchmark water-shortages pricing would be to establish .a 
system of trading in joint permit shares. This would involve 
the issuing of a joint permit to all current permit holders at 
a particular water source\ 

The maximum current withdrawal allotment specified on each 
permit could be converted to shares in the maximum withdrawal 
permission attached to the joint permit. These shares would then 
be tradeable. In essence, a mutual water company (see Section V. 
C,. 3, below} is established among all withdTawers from the source. 

The shares would be traded on the market so that a com
petitive porice would be established for them. During a water 
shortage, the value of the water in different uses would be 
relativ~ly high due to water's relative scarcity (in relation 
to the demands· for it). The competitive price per share would, 
therefore, be relatively high. Thus, share holders wouid seek 
to limit their shares to cover just the amount of water they 
could use and to sell the rest. In other words, they would be 
induced to conserve water. Water would be allocated to those 
uses which were at least as highly. valued as the price of the 
water. Thus, an efficient allocation among the joint permit 
holders would be es,tabl.ished. 

Such an arrangement would also promote efficient allocation· 
because it would be a means of securing efficient transfers of 
water to nonriparian land owners. 

To maintain the value of their land, sellers of property 
would sell permit shares along with the property. Thus, potential 
new users of water would have to take into account the cost of 
the water in making their location decisions. 

The cost of administering this arrangement would be 
asse~sed against the share~ of the joint permit holders.· Thus, 
it would be necessary to secure a sufficient number of members 
to prevent the cost buT<len on any single share owner from being 
too high. This arrangement would, therefoTe, be most suitable 
for use at water sources s~pplying a large number of withdrawers 
where chronic or recurring water-~.;hortage problems existed. 

Obviously the legal implications of this aTrangement would 
have to be considered. Under this arrangement, nonripario.ns 
could obtain shares in the permit, unless specifically pro
hibited from doing so. Thus, constitutional issues could be 
raised. In addition, the DNR would not have control over the 
specific quantities of water going to each withdrawer. Assuming, 
however, that the arrangement would lead to the more efficient 
allotation of water, it can be argued that water is used more 
reasonably and beneficially when it is efficiently allocated 
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than when it is not. 

c. Tran·stt~1·s of Water from RipaTians to Nonriparians 

The pol.id es presented here would tend to correct for a basic 
defect of the riparian system whereby efficient water transfers are 
inhibited. 

A major problem with any kind of water transfer between two · 
partles concerns the impact on others not involved in the sale~ 
Third parties can be affected in either positive or negative ways. 
For exampl~ 1 a t1·ansfer of ground water fTom A to C can cause well"'.' 
interference problems for B if A allows a new well to be drilled 
on his land so that the transfer can be carried out. 

Thus, under any system of water transfers., avenues ;must be 
available for affected third paTties to obtain compensation for 
any damages they sustain due to others 1 water transfers. Disputes 
concerning alleged damages could be mediated or arbitrated by the 
allocating authority with ultimate access to the courts for ~ggrieved_ 
parties. 

L Lease, Ea?ement Arrangements 

Undar this approach, a nonriparian obtains a lease from a 
riparian neighbor to a small amount of riparian land on which 
he sinks a well or installs surface. water intake equipment, 
depending upon the type of water·source. In addition, he 
obtains an easement from the riparian landowner to run a line 
to his own.property. The lessee then acquires a pe~mit to 
withdraw water for his purposes. 

Under this arrangement, the tenant water withdrawer could 
potentially be in competition. with the riparian landowner for 
water during a water shortage. Thus, it is in the interest of 
the landowner to charge a high enough rent to offset the 
expected costs of such a risk. On the other hand, the rent 
cannot be so high that it causes the total costs of the 
arrangement to exceed its benefits to the tenant. 

Because of the lease and easement arrangement, the 
·investment on_ the part of the tenant in wate:e withdrawal and 
transmission.equipment will be protected, at least until the 
lease expires, Unless, of conrse, the DNR drastica1ly changes 
the total amount which may be transferred to the nonriparian. 

This arrangement would allow a transfer of water from 
land where mos_t of the time the marginal value in use of water 
relative to the costs of using it was relatively low to land 
where this ratio was higher. · Thus, it has the potential to 
improve the efficiency with which water is allocated, par
ticularly in areas where access to water is unevenly distri
buted. 
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Under this syste1i1, the DNR ;4ould retain the obligation 
of assuring that the use to which water would be put under each 
permit was reasonable. A<lminfst~ativ~ costs would ~e incurred 
in reviewing the application of the leasces. Such costs would 
have to be considered in light of the efficiency gains of the 
water transfers. Most of the responsibility for initiating and 
carrying out the arrangement would rest with the partie~ 
involved: · Tho DNR · would continue to retain its responsibility 
to see that the water source was not over. ploit~d, and to 
protect the rights of third parties. 

2. Sale of Water By Riparians to Nonrip~rians 

A·second approach, somewhat along the same lines as that 
suggested in 1 above would have the DNR granting permits to 
riparians which allowed the riparian to withdraw water for the 
.purpose of selling it to other riparians or to nonriparians. 

The reasoning behind this suggestions is as follows: a 
permit is in fact permission to withdraw water·which is subject 
to modification by the DNR. Obviously this permission results 
in economic and other benefits to the riparian, even 1f he 
does not own the water. 

Under the lease-easement arra~~gement discussed in 1 · above, 
the riparian who leases land for his neighbors _well has no 
control over. the amount of water the neighbor withdraws. Thus, 
in a water-shortage situation, this tenant would be in com
petition for water with the riparian. This could tend to dis- · 
courage such arrangements. 

Thus, riparians might be more willing to participate in 
water transfers if they were given the right to obtain com
pensation for any reduction in their own ability _to withdraw 
water resulting from the transfer of water. to nonriparians. 

One way of doing this would be for the DNR to stipulate· 
that the withdrawal of water from a given water source for the 
purpose of selling it to nonriparians was a. reasonable use of 
the water and would, therefore, be permissible within the 
maximum withdrawal limits of the riparian's current permit. 
This permission could be· condi tiona.1 upon the types of uses 
the transferees made of the water, although- from the standpoint 
of efficiency, this would not be necessary. 

It would be necessary to provide some protectton for the 
transferee against _unfair practices by the riparian seller. In 
particular, the transferee co-i.:ild make large investments in 
irrigation equipment expecting to receive water at a particular 
price and then find that the price had been raised 
precipitously after his investment had been rnad!l_. This 
problem could be avoided by adequate contractual safeguards; 
however, the contract would have to -be co!1tingent upon the DNR's 
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right to manage tho maximum 3mount of water which could be 
withdrawn under the -riparian's peTmit and its Tight -to modify 
that amount or to not grant the permit at all. · 

The main additional adrni-nistTative cost of this approach 
would be for processing applications to sell water if 5uch 
applications were deemed·necessary so that the DNR could 

· scrutinize· the nature of the uses to be made of the trans 
ferred water by the tiansferees. In considering this option 
further, a determination would have to be made concerning 

, whether such additional costs would be worth the benefits of 
moving water from less productive to more productive uses. 

Clearly the legal and constitutional implications of this 
proposal would have to be explored in depth in its further 
consideration. In additibn to constitutional questions raised 
by th~e proposed transfer of wateT from riparian to nonriparian 
land, the question can be asked·as to whether the permission to 
sell water implies ownership of the wa.teT on the part of the 
seller. It could be argued that it does not because the state 
retains ultimate control through its ability to modify the 
terms of the permit which the water seller must have. 

A ·second is-sue concerns- the doctrine of reasonable use. 
Under this arrangement, the DNR w~uld delegate control over 
the distribution of the water allowable under the permit 
among the riparian and those to whom he solc;l water. The DNR 
would make a determination as to whether or not the types of 
uses made of the water were reasonable but would make no 
such determination with regard to the quantities of water 
going to each use. The question arises, "can the DNR 
determine that use made of the water is reasonable if it 
does not knmv"" the exact amount going to each use?" It can be 
argued that by promoting the more efficient use of water, this. 
option will lead to the more beneficial use of water than 
under the current system where the DNR puts a limitation on 
the quantity of water withdrawn by each specific user. In 
other words, that water that is efficiently allocated is 
more reasonably used than water which is not. 

3. Mutual Water Companies 

One way in which nonriparians ·could take advantage of 
either .of the previous two options would be to form mutual 
water companies. Such entities exist in California and are a 

·means by which any number of land owners may secure and 
distribute a co_mmon water· supply. (Bain et. ~-, pp. 79 and 
342 - 343.) 

A newly formed mutual wateT company could secure a water 
supply by eithe-r buying or leasing riparian land_, or by con
tl'acting to put'd1ase water from a riparian land mmer if this 
viere permitted. The mutual water company would issue shares, 
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each e:1titling its owrH;·r to some shure of the water w}Li.ch the 
company could \vi t:1<.11'-a\v by virtue of it-; permit, or c.ould 
purchase through option 2 above. 

The shares v;ould not imply tha.t the shareholders owned the 
water but rather that they ovmecl the mutual water company and 
had ihe right to use a percentage of the water withdrawn by the 
mutual water company by virtue c:,f its permit or by virtue of 
the permit of a l'iparian land mmer who sold the water to the 
mutual water company. 

The shares would be traded on the market so that a com
petitive price coi1ld be administered by the staff of the mutual 
water company. As with the joint permit share trading option, 
water would be allocated to those uses which were at least as 
highly valued as, the market price cf the wate·r, so that an 

1e;fficient allocation among the members of the mutual water 
company would be establi.s-ried. 

Such an· arrangement would also promote efficient 
iallocation hecause it would be a means of securing efficient 
"fJ.ran.sfers of water to nonriparian land 0W11ers. 

The costs of administering and operating the mutual water 
company would be as-sessed agains-t. the shares· of its members. 
Thus, i:t would be ncces,s-ary to secure} a sufficient number of 
members to prevent the cost burden on any stnglc share owner from 
being~too high. Nevertheless, this could be a viable fueans 
of securing water for nonr±parians- in areas where the 
geographical distribution of wc;tter was highly uneven. For 
such landowners, the benefits of having a reliable souTce of 
water could offset the costs assessed against the shares. 

The same legal and constitutional questions discussed in 2 
and, perhaps, _additional ones could be rais-ed with regard to 
mutual water companies. The DNR would have to delegate con
trol over the specific quantities of water going to different 
users of the shareholders. Water would be transfered from 
riparian lands and permission to use it would be traded among 
the shareholders. 

D. Zoning and Land Use Planning 

One way to avold putting too much pressure on surface and ground 
water sources during periods of drought and water shortage is to seek 
to locate new heavy water using industries in areas where water 
resources are relatively more plentifuL 

There are, however 1 certain costs to implementing such a policy. 
Among these are the following= 

1. Water is only one i--esource which is used in the pt'oduction _ 
processes of industrial fir~s. Even if the cost of using.water 
is hi.gl). in an area because of limited water resource, a firm 
mj_ght choose to locate there becm1si of the availability of raw 
materials and the relative costs of other inputs su~h as labor. 
Thus, if heavy water using industries are prevented from locating 
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in an area, the local benefits which might be derived from the 
industry are lo5t. 

2. Use of water in the area by local residents and industries 
to the exclusion of industries which would locate there in the 
absence of zoning ordinances imposes a cost .upon the excluded 
industries_ and their- cu.st,)mers. Thus> the cost of the residents 
use of wa·::er is undervalued; that is, they do not bear the full 
cost of their usage and the allocation of water.between these 
residents and local industries and the excluded industry is not 
efficient. 

Prohib~.ting industries from an area which might otherwise choose 
to locate there constitutes an income distribution decision in favor 
of the local residents, and local industries and their customers, and 
against the excl ud·ed industries·.r its employees and its customers. 

An argument for zoning can be made, however, on the negative 
basis that other water allocation options may not be applicable to a 
particular source for technical and/or political reasons. Zoning 
does proviqe a means of protectb.g ags.inst the possibility of over
committing available resources· wi tli. resulting economic and environ
mental ·costs. 

An Alternative Priori:ty·system 

To corr~ct for the problems of. the present priority system 
discussed in Sections lTI. C, 2, and· V .A. the following alternative 
priority system i:s- sugges,ted ~ 

The pur-pos-e of this system is to deal with wa.ter shortages. 
It is not intended to be a system for granting perxnits- or settling 
well-interference problems-. 

This priority system would consist of three main priority 
categories. In ordeT of priority, these are as follows: 

i. Basic Necessity 

ii. Environmental 

iii. Economic 

These priority categories have. the following feat~res in 
common: 

a. Each categories must be satisfied up to a minimum 
level of satisfaction before water use in a lower 
categories- is permitted. Thus, the first two categories 
are not open ended, but rather, a ceiling is placed 
on water use in each. 

b. During water shortages, enforc~ment of these ceilings 
is to be secuTed by compulsory mca.surcs wheTe this is possible, 
otherwise mora.l suasion and education must be relied upon. 

c. These provisions are to be applied on a Tegional basis 
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when and where water shortage problems occur. 1he 
exact nature of these "regions" should be dctermincJ 
througf1 further research. 

d. Under this system, it would be possible for water 
users to have water demands in more thari one priority 
classification. For example, a domestic user might 
have some uses which fall under 2lass 1 and others 
which fall under class 3. 

e. To the extent possible, the amounts o~ water 
consumption necessary for the fulfillment of the first 
two categories or for classes of uses within these 
categories should be estimated in advance on a regional 
basis with due consideration to interregional hydrologic rela
tionships. Of course, adjustments would have to be made in mi
nimum fulfilment estimates during the course of a water shortage. 

Specific categories will now be discussed in more detail. 

1. T11e Basic Necessity Category 

This category would have priority over the others during a 
very :~~vere water-shortage. It is· doubtful that a water shortage 
would become so severe that this catego.ry would not be fulfilled; 
however, for contingency purposes and for completion it must be 
included. It consists of the minimum quantities of water per capita 
to sustain life and provi~e minimum levels of sanitation and 
electric power availability. Thus it would include the following 
uses: 

a. drinking and sanitation· 

b. additional allotments for individuals with health problems 
which require them to consume more than the average amount of 
water, 

c. electric power production to provide minimal electric 
power to homes, the municipal water works~ hospitals and any 
other basic necessity uses if power cannot be imported from 
outside the area of concern. 

d. other uses which are deemed basic necessities by the water 
allocation authority. 

Currently-the first priority in M.S. 105.41, Subdivision la is 
noomestic water supply excluding industrial and commercial uses of 

C municipal water supply". By itself, this priority is open ended and 
fails to recognize that among domestic water uses there are different 
degrees of n~cessity. However, this problem is somewhat ameliorated 
by M.S. 105.418 which states that 

"During periods of critical water deficiency as 
determined by the governor:ani 0 declared by order of the 
governor, public water supply authorities appropriating 
water shall adopt and enforce restri~tions consiste~t 
with rules adopted by the commis~ioner of natural 
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resources within thpir areas of jurisdiction to 
restrict lawn sprinkling, car washing, golf course 
and park ir:dga tl.on, and other non-essential uses, 
together with appropriate penalties for failure to 
comply with the restrictions." 

Under this priority system, a specific maximum for this 
category would be established in each water-use region (however 
defined). Water use beyond this ceiling would haVe to be 
justified on i case by case basis before additional use in this 
category could be given priority over uses in lower categories. 
The upper limit on the bas,ic necessity c8.tcgory would then have 
to be raised ~ccordingly. This approach cotild be m6re effective 
in limiting non-essential domestic uses than blanket curtailments 
of specific uses such as- lawn sprinkling, car washing, etc, 

Municipal water utilities and rural water:-supply systems would 
be responsible for enforcing this priority among their customers. 
One approach they could use would be a st:rict TR.tioning system with 
heavy penalties for customers going beyong their quotas. Such a 
system was used by the Marin Municipal Water District to cope with 
the droughts of the 1975-76 and 1976-77 seasons with excellent 
results. (Stroeh, pp. 21 and 22). Moral suas,ion and education 
would. have to be relied upon to secure the compliance of self
supplied domestic users. 

During an extreme water shortage, conservation in the use of 
electric energy could be as important as conservation in the direct 
consumption of water. Thus, an effective energy allocation policy 
would have to work hand in hand with water allocation policy. 

2. · The Environmental Category 

The purpose of this category is to prevent the degradation of 
the environment. Thus, this category seeks to protect environmental 
assets that could be ruined for long periods of time to come without 
adequate water flows or levels. 

In particular, this category includes the maintenance of 
instream flows for the maintenance of fish stocks. These stocks are 
necessary for recreational purposes and for environmental satisfaction. 

In Working Paper No. 2, An Analysis of Instream Flow Needs in 
Minnesota (Gibson, p.18) it is recommended that 

" ... consumptive appropri.ators ... be required to reduce 
or to stop water withdrawals when flows approach 10% of the 
average annual flow - the short term survival flow for fisheries.'' 

Justification for this percentage may be found in the cited 
paper. The environmental priority class proposed here could incor
porate such an instream flow· requirement. 
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M.S. 105.417 Sub<livi:;ions 2-5 provide protection foT instremn 
flows and lake levels. Subdivision 2 requires that: 

11Wh,3re data are available, perrni ts to appropriate water 
from natural and a..lterE'd natural water courses shall be 
limited so that consumptive app-ropriations are not made from 
the watercourses during periods of specified low flows in 
order to ~afeguard water availability for instream uses and 
for downstream higher priority users- located in reasonable 
proximity to the site of appropriation." 

Thus, Working Paper No. 2 provides a "specified low" flow which 
together with the essence of Subdivision 2 can be incorporated into 
the environmental priority class. 

The, environmental priority class would also be concerned with 
the m~intenance of lakes at minimally acceptable levels and thus 
would:>•"incorpora te parts a and be of sub division 3 or any s-uccessors 
to these parts, sugg.ested by the current water planni:ng effort. · 

"Subd. 3. Waterbasins. (a) Permits to approp:date water 
_£,or any purpose from waterbasins shall be limited so that the 
collective annual withdrawals do not exceed a total volume of 
water amounting to one-half acre-foot per acre of waterbasin 
based on Minnesota Department of Conservation bulletin no. 25J 
"An Inventory of Minnesota Lakes." 

(b) As a condition to any surface water appropriation 
permit .. the commissioner of natural resources· shall establish 
an elevation for the subject waterbasin, below which no appro
priation shall be allowed. During the determination of the 
elevationJ which for the purposes- of this section shall be 
known as the nprotection elevation," the commissioner shall 
take into account the elevation of important aquatic vegetation 
characteristics related to fish and wildlife habitat, existing 
uses of the waterbasin by the public and riparian land owners, 
the total volume ·within the waterbasin and the slope of the 
littoral zone. 11 

Given that there are already laws on the books protecting 
stream flows and lake levels, why should such protection be part of 
a priority system? There are two reasons for this.· First, the 
priority system proposed here recognizes that basic human survival 
needs must take precedence over environment~l needs in an emergency 
situation. 

Secondly, specifying stream flow and lake level protection as 
part of a priority system provides explicit recognition that these 
needs must be considered in policies affecting the allocation of 
water among all uses. 

3. The Economic Category 

This category is very broad consisting of. the water use of firms 
in various sectors of the economy includi~g agriculture, manufacturing, 
and the commercial sector. It also allows for residential uses 
requiring water beyond that allowed in the basic necessity category. 
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Means by i.·v"h=i ch vmtcr could he n11ocated among the individual 
uses in this cate~ory have nlreatly been discuss8d in previous 
subsect:i.0ns. These approaches OT others could he applied at the 
regional level. · 

F. The No-Priority-System Option 

An alternative to the current statuatoTy priority system and the 
alternative priority system offered in. the preceding· subsections is 
the alte:rnative of no priority system. With: no priority system, the 
allocation alternatives discussed above could be applied by themselve.s. 
If market ar,proaches· to wateT allocation were used, many luxury uses 

_ would be ab?,ndoned during i·mter-shortage pe-riocls because they were 
less urgent and therefore less highly valued than alternative uses. 
Environmental assets could be protected by setting prohibitive prices 
when benchmark le~els or flows were reached. 0~ the other hand, the 
protection of basic necessity needs., environmental needs, and some 
sort of allocation among economic 11se~ could be achieved by means of 
non-price rationing. 

The main advantage of t:'l.e pri.ority system discussed in the 
p:revious subsection over no· priority· sys-tem is that the forme1" would 
set up an explicit statewide value f:ramework to which water allocation 
policies must adhere during water shortages. Within this framework, spe
cific allocation policy could be carried out at a local or regional level. 

G. The Omniscient Allocator Priori,ty System 

An alternative priority system which could be applied on a 
regional basis would be to establish relatively·narrow priority 
classes based on estimates of the expected net benefits of water 
in alternative activities. 

At this time, such an app:roach is infeasible. Conditions and, 
therefore, the net economic benefits of water use vary considerably 
among water users. The net economic- benefits derived-from the use 
of water in individual firms depend upon a variety of factors 
including the technical features of each firm's- plant and equipment, 
the ma1·ket position of the firm, economic conditions· of the fi·rm' S· 

industry, where the fi-rm obtains its raw materials, and the specific 
hydrological fe3.tures of the site -at which the firm is. located. · 
These hydrological features can vary drast~cally, even in a 
circumscribed geographical area. Thus, generalizatio11:s concerning 
these conditions for the purpose of determing the net benefits of 
water use in nar-.row economic sect'ors are impossible. In addition, 
information concerning the quantitative nature of the benefits of 
water use through market channels is at. best secondary and in some 
cases nonexistent. 

In short, the necessary information for ranking narrow classes 
of uses is not available. Even if such rankings could be reasonabJ.y 
made, such a system would penalize relativeli.efficient users who 
deviated from the class average. Thus, efficient water users in 
classes· deemed on the average to have low net benefits of water use 
would be unduly penalized if that class of users were given a lower 
priority. 
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It does not seem, therefore, that tl1is approach to priority 
setting would be likely to yield efficient or equitable_ results; 

H. Well-Interference Problems 

In economic terms, well-interference problems ·may be described 
as follows: When an individual or firm decides to invest in a well, 
or, in the case of farmers, ln irrigation facilities, it is because 
the individual or firm implicitly or explicitly expects a stream of 
behefits to arise over time due to the investment. If the individual 
or firm believes-that the present value of this stream of benefits 
will be greater than that of the costs involved, the individual or 
firm will make the investment. But such investors may not always 
take into account all of the costs of their investments. 

Consider, for example, a certain Farmer A who invests in an 
irrigation water-table well. Suppose his· well, when operating, creates· 
a coneiof depression which extends under the property of his neighbor, 
Farmer B. Then Farmer A's well may result in costs which, in the 
absence of redress, must be borne by Farmer B if Farmer B has an 
existifg well, or if B decides to put in a new well at a futur·e date. 

Suppose., :for example, that Farmer B has an existing well. If 
Farmer Avs well, when operating, creates a cone of depression which 
extends under B's well to a depth below B's drop pipe, then B will 
not be able to draw water from his well. To assure himself a con
tinuously available. supply of water from this well, B will have to 
incur costs such as lengthening his drop pipe, deepening his well, 
or drilling a new well. 

If Farmer B does not initially have an existing well, but sub
sequently decides to install one, he wi 11 l1ave to dril 1 the well to 
a greater depth or take other measures in order to avoid A's cone of 
depression. In this case too, a cost is imposed upon him by Farmer.A. 

The task of mediating well--interference disputes often falls 
upon the DNR division of waters· which is bound to seek settlements of 
such disputes within the limits of the current priority system and 
other legislation. Many problems mediated by the DNR have involved 
the alleged well interference by high yield irrigation wells on 
domestic wells. When it has been established that well-interference 
has actuilly occurfed, these problems have generally been settled 
by compromise. The nature of the solutions has been that new 
irrigators have paid all or par~ of the costs of keeping older 
domestic wells operational .. 

Since, the interfering well is imposing costs upon the aggrieved 
party, it would seem to be most efficient and equitable for the 
interfering well-owner to internalize all of these costs. Efficient 
and equitable compensation should cons.ist of two paTts: 

1. A once and for all compensation charge to pay for the 
added investment in a new or old well which is necessary to 
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. obtain water given the cone of depression of the interfering 
well. 

7.. An annual charge to cover the extra energy expense of 
pumping·water. Alternatively, the present value of expected 

·future increases in these costs could be calct1lated and 
paid in a.lump sum. 

No compensation would be paid to owners of existing wells with 
drop pipes which already reached below the cone of depression of 
another well. If two wells mutually and simultaneously caused cones 
of depression which resulted in mutually added expenses to both, 
then payments under the above scheme would in part cancel out with 
the balance going to the party suffering the most expensive inter
ference. When a well owner or potential well owner suffers inter
ference costs due to the cones of depression of the wells of more 
than one other well owner., then the interfering well owners should 
split the cost of the compensation to the aggrieved·party among 
them in proportion to the depth of the cones of depression for which 
they are responsible. 

One issue often raised during discussions about well-interference 
problems is whether or not the owners of wells affected by inter
ference should be compensated only above and beyond the costs 
necessary for them to make some "reasonable" or "best effort" to obtain 
water. In other words, in the case of water-table wells, should the 
owners be required to have some minimum well depth before they would 
be eligib_le for compensation? 

It has been argued that such requirements are necessary, in order -
to prevent individuals from obtaining "windfall benefits" -by 
presenting spurious complaints against irrigators and.having free wells 
drilled for them or free improvements made on their old wells which 
they themselves should have made anyway in order to cope with naturally 
caused drops in the water table. 

Obviously, more work is needed to flesh out this approach and 
to tailor it to hydrological reality and to.the reality of hydro
logical information and to consider the legal implications involved. 
Nevertheless, the guiding principle would be that those who impose 
costs on others should compensate them as closely as ·possible to the 
extent of-the costs imposed. For the_reasons cited above, the 
operation of this principle could be made conditional on "reasonable 
effort to capturen by complaining well owners; that is, that they be 
compensated only over and above the costs of "reasonable effort to 
capture". Procedures for defining "reasonable effort to capture" under 
different hydrological circumstances could be established by the 
Department of Natural Resources. Note that this pTinciple is indepen
dent of the use of the water which is pumped from the ·wells. This 
solution is efficient from the standpoint of the well owners as a 
group because each is foTced to pay the full cost of his water use, 
including the opportunity costs imposed on others. Thus each will 
tend to use water to the extent that·the marginal value in use to him 
is greater than or equal to the marginal cost of the resource used. 
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This appYoach would also tend to yield solutions to well
interference problems which would satisfy widely held values in 
favor of domestic use of water vis 1 vis large irrigators. This is 
because domestic wells are relatively low capacity and usually don't 
interfere with other wells. This approach would usually result in 
such well owneTs being fully compensated for interference caused by 
high-yield well-s owned by irrigators or others. Thus, its adoption 
would not necessarily require a great departure from current DNR 
policy. It would, however, set down a general rule ·for the settling 
of well interference problems. l'o be consistently applied, however, 
it could in_ some cases require a departure from the current 
priority system since the actual uses to which groundwater is put 
would largely be irrelevant to the operation of the principle that 
those who impose costs should pay for them. 
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VI. Allocat~on b)' Intermediate Wa.teT Suppliers 

Included in the category of inteTrncdiate water suppliers are rural 
water systems and municipal water ·utilities. The phrase 11water utility" 
will be used here to refer to either of these. 

In general, water is allocated by water utilities by some sort of 
pricing scheme. These. rate structures affect both the al location of water 
within the service area of the utility, and at the sources from which it 
withdraws. There are, therefore, two Teasons why these rate structures 
should be of concern if the maximum benefit from available water supplies 
in the state is desired. 

1. Water delivered by water utilities di~ectly provides satisfac
tion to individuals of households through its fulfillment of the 
personal needs and wants. It indirectly provides satisfaction to 
individuals by pe:·mi tting firms to provide goods and services, jobs 
and income. The way in which this wateT is allocated within the 
service area affects the satisfaction directly and indirectly 
derived from its use. 

2. The water utility acts- as an agent for individuals and firms 
of its service area when it competes for water with other useTs 
(e·. g. self-supplied industrial users., irrigators, persons using 
water for recreational purposes) at each of i:ts so~rces. The rates 
charged by water utilities affect the total demand for ~ate~ con
sumption by its customers. Thus, during water shortages, the total 
satisfaction of all users of water at or from each source.depends 
on how water is allocated within the utility's service area. 

In this section, suggestions are made for improving the rate 
structures of water utilities in ordeT to o~tain more efficient and equi t-
able water allocation among their customers and at the source from which 
they obtain the water they deliver. No suggestion is made that the state 
should impose these structures on utilities although it might be 
desirable for the state to provide technical and financial assistance for 
their implementation should water utilities eve1~ become interested in 
adopting them. 

It is asserted in this section that current municipal rate 
structures are not efficient. Because, in general, water has been 
abundant in the State of Minnesota, the costs of such inefficiencies may 
not have heen high so far. As the demand for water relative to supply 
increases in some localities, this could change. Perl1aps the greatest 
cost of inefficient water allocation or, more spe~ifically, the under
pricing of water during peak d~mand seasons, lies in the resources 
devoted to unnecessary expansions which could be avoided if water were 
priced at its full· value. 

In any case, expected benefits of improving the efficiency of water 
allocation would have to be weighed against the costs, including the 
administrative costs, of doing so. One approach to determining the extent 
of these administrative costs and the-benefits of the pioposed changes 
would be to set up a pilot project \•thereby the state would help subsidize 
a particular water utility to undertake some of the changes suggested here. 
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·A. Municipal Water Utilities 

Within tho Stnte of Minnesota municipal water utilities arc 
important withdra.wers and allocators of water. Table 2 below 
ind~ r~cs that 11.4 percent of the total rcpo~ted water appropriations 
of Minnesota water went to municipal and other wateT works in the 
state. Table 3 shows that water works accounted for 49.6 percent of 
the water withdrawn from wells and, thus, weTe significant users of 
water from ground sources. 

TABLE 2. Use of Reported Appropriations in Minnesota, 1976 

Use 

Cooling and Power Gen. 
Processing 
Waterworks 
Other Irrig. (Agr.) 
D~wate:dng 
Wild Rice Irrigation 
Level Control 
Air Conditioning 
Temporary 
Golf Course Irrigation 

Percent of Total 
Excluding Hydropower 

58.4% 
2L9 
11.4 
4.S 
2.3 
Q.6 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 

100.1 

Source: Water Planning Board Technical Paper No. 2, Table 4, 
p. 32. 

TABLE 3. Breakdown of uses for each Source of Appropriated Power 
(hydropower excluded) 

Source 
Use Wells Lakes Streams Other 

Waterworks 49.6% -4,4% S. 7%. 0.2% 
Cooling and Pow_er Gen. 4.7 56.4 83.5 0.0 
Air Conditioning 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Processing 10.5 38.8 7.6 9.3 
Temporary 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.2 
Level Control 2.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 
Dewatering 3.8 0.0 0.0 82.4 
Wild Rice Irrigation 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.2 
Golf Course Irrigation 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.4 
Other Irrigation 25.9 0.2 1.4 7.4 

100.1 100.1 100.0 100.1 

Soarce: Water Pl arming Board Technical Paper No. 2' Table 5' p. 
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B. lli1ral Watcr_Systems 

A rur~l water system is a type of water utility which provides 
central water treatment and the delivery of portable water to homes, 
farms, and other establishments in rural area. The term "rural" as 
used here refers to small towns as well as to farms in the countryside. 
A major difference between rural water systems- and municipal water 
utilities is that the rural water system tends to supply users who 
are much mora widely dispersed. (Levy and Bruemmer .. p. 2) 

As of June 1978 there were two operating rural water systems 
in Minnesota, the Marshall-Polk and the Kittson-Marshall rural water 
systems; two systems which will soon be tinder construction, the 

·North Kittson and the Rock C::ounty system; and one system which is 
still in the initial organizational proceedings, the Lincoln
Pipestone system. Each of the systems was organized under Minnesota 
Statute 116A and is being funded by the Farmers· Home Administration. 
The Marshall-Polk) Kittson-Marshall, and North Kittson rural water 
systems are located in the northwest section of Minnesota in the 
Red River Valley._ The North Kittson project began construction 
in the Su~ner of 1978. The Rock County system and the Lincoln
Pipestone system wi 11 both be loca.ted in the southwestern corner 
of the state. (Ibid., p. 8) FoT a more detailed discussion of 
these systems, and or rural water systems in general see Levy and 
Bruemmer. 

c. Current Water Utility Pricing Practices, in Minnesota 

Water utilities in Minnesota do not charge for water consumed 
but rather for water delivered to each customer. Some water 
utilitie~ also provide sewage treatment and charge for this service. 
Table 4 gives a summary of the rate forms used by municipal water 
utilities. The two operating rural water systems in the state use 
the flat charge -rate form. The following discussion will focus on 
different types of rate structures for delivered water, however, the 
rate forms discussed are also applicable to sewage water, 

1. Service Charges 

Service charges are charges which do no·t vary with the 
quantity of water delivered. They are imposed in addition to 
per-unit water rates in a water rate structure~ They are used 
to cover a portion of the capital costs of plant capacity and 
the distribution system as .well as general administrative costs; 
costs associated with the number of connections such as billing 
costs, accounting costs, and mete·r reading costs; and equip
ment maintenance costs. One form of service charge is the 
minimum demand charge which is a flat charge for all water 
used up to a specified quantity. 

2. Flat Ch~rges 

The flat charge is a fixed bill which is levied indepen
dently of the amount of water used, i,e., a customer pays a 
flat charge of $10 per month for water service. Flat charges 
are the second most frequently used rate structure. The prime 
advantages of this type of charge are that it is simple to 
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implement and to understand, an<l very irn~xpensive to 
administer. This is due to the elimination of such costs as 
installing, reading, and repairing meters. A disadvantage of 
this structure is that it encourages the waste of water 
resources. Because consumeTs receive no priee signals on the 
actual cost of service, there is no inducement to limit con
sumption .. · 

3. The Single I3lock Rate 

The single block or uniform rate i.s· a constant :rate charged 
per unit of water, i.e., the customer pays $ 2. 00 for every 1,000 
gallons of water consumed. This rate may vary according to dif
ferent classes of users. The advantages of this rate structure 
are its simpl_ici ty and its ease of administration. If an attempt 
is made to equate the rate charged to each. consumer class to the 
marginal cost of delivering the water to that class (including 
the shadow p:rice of the water at the source), then the uniform 
rate can be highly conducive to efficient water allocation 
within the service area. Unfortunately, there is no evidence 
that such an attempt is ever made. Nevertheless, since the 
total water bill varies with the amount of water consumed, .this 
rate structure can provide an incentive to conserve water. 

4. Declining Block Rates 

The most prevalent municipal water-rate structure in 
Minnesota is the declinlng block structure with a minimum demand 
charge. A declining block structure without a minimum demand 
charge is one by which a specified Tate is cha1'ged per unit of 
water up to as specified amount of water -consumed per billing 
period. Water consumed beyond this- specified amount is charged 
a lower rate up to the next -specified amount beyond which a 
still lower.rate is charged. When this is combined with a 
m1n1mwn demand charge, the customer is billed a flat charge 
for all water consumed up to th~ first specifi_ed a.mount. Two 
reasons seem to account for the popularity of this rate 
structure. 

a. The fixed costs of water utilities are very high 
compared with their variable costs (those which vary 
with the amount of water delivered)._ Thus, per-unit 
costs of water tend to fall until capacity is approached. 
Water utilities see it to their economic advantage to 
promote fulJ. use of their capacity. Declining block 
structures do this because the more a customer uses, the 
lower the average cost to him of the water he uses. 

b. Water utilities seek to charge different groups of 
customers accordi11g to the c6sts they·~re believed to 
impose upon the system. · Heavy water users are presumed 
to impose lower costs per unit upon the system because 
their use of Iva ter allegedly fluctuates less in time, 
and because of perdumed distributional economies (e.g., 
less piping material per rate of water use is required 
for heavy water users). 
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TABLE 4. Frequency of Water and Sewage Rate Forms, Comparison by City Size 

WATER SEWER 

Small Medium Large Slllli.iJ Medium Large 
Rate Form Cities% Cities% Cities% Total% Cities% Cities% Cities% Total% --
Single Block 2.7% 5.4% 28.0% 4.8% 1. l~a 7.0% 11.1% 3.4% 

Service charge plus 0.0 1.0 5.5 .6 .5 4.3 0.0 1. 7 
single block 

Single block with a .9 0.0 o.o .6 1.1 4.3 5.5 2.4 
minimum charge 

Minimum demand charge .9 3.3 5.5 1.8 2.7 7.0 0.0 3.8 
with a single block 

..::::,. Declining blocks 10.3 15.0 0.0 11.1 4.4 11.0 5.5 6.5 
---i 

Service charge with a .9 9.0 16.6 3.9 1.1 2.0 5.5 1. 7 
single block 

Declining blocks with .9 · 11.0 11.1 4.2 0.0 4.4 5.5 1. 7 
a minimum charge 

Miniwum demand charge with 47.8 51. 0 33.3 47.9 27.9 22.0 11.1 25.1 
declining blocks 

Minimum demand charge with .9 0.0 o.o .6 .5 1.0 0.0 • 7 
increasing blocks 

Flat charge 27.7 4.3 o.o 19.7 57.4 37.0 55.8 50.9 

Flat charge varying by 4.9 0.0 0.0 3.3 1. 1. 0.0 0.0 • 7 
number of residents 

Al 1 other forms 2.1 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.3 0.0 0.0 1.4 

Source: Richard L. Gardner. An Analysis of Residential Water Demand and Wate:;:- Rates in Minnesota. Bulletin 96. 
Water Resources Research Center. St. Paul, Minnesota. 1977. Table 3, p. 31. 



From the point of view of the water utility, the first 
l'eason may be valid; however, the declining -rate structure has 
the effect of encouragi~g high rates of water use. 

The second argument has been disputed on empirical grounds 
by Bain et. al. (p. 357) who claim that in San Fr::incisco "the 
ratio ofaverage to maximum daily demand is almost the same for 
resldential as for commercial and industrial customers." They 
cite the case -0£ the Alameda County Water District where most 
large industrial users are largely self-supplying using the 
district's supplies as a. supplementary source. Thus, their use 
of water fluctuates more than that of residential users. 

"Of course, the relevant factor is not the variation 
in demand of the respective classes but the demands 
placed by each group at the time of peak utilization. If 
residentic1 J. dcnand during ~~he peak demand period were far 
more unc0rtain than industrial demand, requiTing gTeater 
reserves to be rrnld agains·t it, then cos,ts could justify a. 
price differential. But this differential would not 
extend to nonpeak periods~ in which a. uniform price 5hould 
be exacted from both groups unless other cos,t differential 
are present." (Bain et. ~, p. 357) 

The authors concede that distributional economies probably 
exfst for delivering water to large industrial customers; 
however, the authors note that "the distributional reservoirs 
and pipelines systems of most water systems provide integTated 
serv:ice to these two customer groups and the costs of serving 
them cannot be separated." 

5. Increasing Block Rates 

This type of rate structure is the reverse of the declining 
block structure. In this case~ the price charged increases with 
successive blocks. This structure is useful for promoting water 
conservation; however, it is not likely to be efficient since 
this block structure does not reflect the actual marginal cost 
of delivering water to defined groups of customers. 

D. The Inefficiency of Current Rate Structures 

The current structures of municipal water rates tend to lead to 
the inefficient use of water and to unnecessary capacity expansions 
which are a wasteful uses of economic resources. These consequences 
are brought about because the existing rate structures are not 
directly based upon the short-run marginal cost· conditions of 
supplying water to individual users, and because they do not reflect 
differences in these conditions among uses and users. 

1. Failure to Distinr,uish Cost Differences iu Space 

The further a customer is from the point of distribution, 
the g~eater the variable costs of deliVering water to him. This 
is due largely to the greater- c:nergy costs incurred in pmnping 
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water a further distance. Since rate structures do not allow 
for these cost differences, we have in effect a situation·where 
users near the point of distribution subsidize us~rs farther 
away. Thus, excessive water use in these areas is encouraged 
And another incentive for urban sprawl is provided. (Davis, et. 
al., Chap. 3, p. 15.) 

2. Failure to Distinguish Cost Differences in Tirne 

Water use in municipalities and rural areas tends to 
fluctuate hourly, weekly, and seasonally. During peak periods, 
the short-run margina:t cost of supplying water to individual 
users is higher, primarily due to the larger amounts of energy 
needed to pump the water through the system. Another cost is 
that during these periods customers- may be confronted with 
highly inconvenient losses of pres·sure. Since the rate struc-

_:tures fail to distinguish between these cost differences, non
peak use:rs (those who tend to use water more during non-peak 
periods) subsidize peak users for the extra cost~ the latter 
impose upon the system. Thus, uneconomical use of water 

.4uring peak periods is encouraged and political pressure 
mounts to expand the system when the los·s of pressure du:ring 
peak p~riods• becomes intolerable or when researchers t• "require
ments-'' foTecasts• claim it is- warranted;. even though_ the rates 
that people would be willing to pay• for peak-time- water would 
not justify the expansion. To -·put it another way, because 
peak-time water is underpriced, resources qre devoted to 
expanding water-works capacity;/ even- -though these resources 
are valued more highly in other uses. (Davis•, et. al .. , 
Chapter 3, pp. 18-25) --

An Alternative -Approach·to the Water Rate Structure of 
Intermediate Suppliers 

This section ts concerned with presenting an alternative water-· 
rate structure for intermediate suppliers which is essentially a syn
thesis of recommendations for more efficient water pricing which are 
found in the literature on the subject. This approach is based on 
the marginal costs imposed upon the systems by identified groups of 
users. If it were possible to disregard the administrative costs 
involved with rate setting and bill collecting, then it would be most 
efficient to impose upon each individual connection charges equal to 
the marginal costs. imposed upon the sys·tem by that particular 
connection~ Of course, from an administrative standpoint, this 
would be impossible, so it is necessary to lump users into groups 
according to where and when they tend to use water. Those who use 
water during peak periods impose higher maTginal costs upon the 
system than those who do not. Those connections located at points 
further away from the point of distribution, or at higher elevations 
tend to impose greater costs upon the system than those who live 
closer in or at lower elevations. Identified groups, therefore, 
.consist of customers- who impose simiiar costs upon the system; that 
is, there wi 11 be more s imil ari ty among the customers within the groups 
than among customers of different groups. 
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The rate structure imposed upon these groups for delivered water 
should consist of three paTts: Initial. charges~ service charges and 
commodity charges. 

Initial Cha1:_ges 

Initial charges should cover those increments to the costs 
of the system which can be attributed to each new connection.· 
Thus, they should include connect charges and marginal capacity 
costs. The connect charges are designed to cover the costs of 
installing a meter, the cost of the meter itself, and the cost of 
adding a new customer to the accounts. Part of the initial 
charges should be used to cover the marginal capacity (both dis
tributional and storage) costs associated with different classes 
of users which cannot be recouped on the basis- of short-run 
marginal rate setting. 

Because water utilities are obligated to supply water upon 
demand, they must keep adequate storage and distributional 
facilities to supply the peak demands of groups nf users. Thus, 
in addition to the capacity TequiTed to supply average use, they 
must have adequate capacity to supply greater average use during 
the summer months, plus the capacity to supply hourly peaks 
which -result from the us-e of water for lawn sprinkling and air 
·conditioning. Beyond having the capacity to supply these needs, 
they must also have adequate capacity- in reserve for fire 
protection. 

Disregarding momentarily the. subject of f:tre protection, if 
it were possible to vary rates .. over all peaks, hourly as well as 
seasonal, efficient economic pricing policy would call for the 
setting of rates during each period equal to the short-run 
marginal costs of delivering the water, Investment in capacity 
to meet peak demands would occur when the rates charged in peak 
periods justified using other resources to produce this capacity; 
that is, when the returns,. as determined by the rates, cove:red 
the costs of providing the cap_aci ty. 

Although it is quite·feasi~le to charge different seasonal 
per-unit water rates, it is not practical to vary rates according 
to hourly peaks. To do this would require expensive time-of-day 
metering. Furth-ermore, the use of water for fighting fires is· 
not governed by water rates. 

It is possible, however, to determine for each identified 
group of users the expected maximum peak demands of the.group. 
Thus, one can determine for each group possible marginal contri
bution to the capacitf which must be set aside to meet peak hourly 
demands for such uses such as air conditioning and lawn sprinkling, 
and to the needed capacity- for fire protection_ 

From an economic efficiency standpoint, the best way to 
recoupe the costs of these facilities is to charge each group of 
users a lump sum amount (which of course can be amortized over 
several hilling periorls) equal to the marginal increment to the 
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cost of these facil it.ies attr:i but able to the group. An estimate 
of this for each group can be obtained.by: 

a. calculating the difference between the specific peak 
demand of the group and the su.m of average demand plus 
other potentially coincidental peak demands, and 

b. estimating the cost of the excess capacity required 
to supply an amount -of water equal to this difference. 
(Hirshleifer eL ~-, p. 101 & 102.) 

In essence the water utility is selling "options" on water 
to meat these needs. What is being suggested here is that the 
marginal cost of providing these "options" should equal the 
willingness of consumers to pay for them. Thus, we have another 
application of marginal cost pricing. In _this case, the price 
is the lump·-sum chaTge per unit of capacity provided .. 

2. Service Charges 

The service charge is designed to 

a. cover the fixed costs of the water utility 
directly attributable to each individual connection, 

b. cover the ongoing marginal costs of maintaining 
capacity for the peak needs of the identified groups, 
and 

c. di-stri'bute the economic 'losses, or. ga;i:-ns of· t~e 
water utility. 

In addition to selling delivered water to each connection, 
the water utility may be though of as providing the means by which 
that connection may receive water. Thus, it seems reasonable that 
the user pay a charge equal to the marginal cost of providing that 
connection. Part of this marginal cost is once and for all in 
nature and is to be covered by (part of) the initial charge. 
Another part is ongoing in nature and consists largely of the cost 
of meter reading and billing. 

Likewise, part of the costs of providing an option on water 
for periods of peak use and for fire protection ~s ongoing. This 
would consist of the costs of maintaining the storage facilities 
and distributional capacity set aside for peak use of each identi
fied group of users. These costs should be included in the 
service charge~ 

A third function of the service charge is designed to cope 
with the following p~oblem: In certain circumstances, an efficient 
set of rates for water may entail an economic loss for the water 
enterprise due to the presence of excess capacity. The over~ 
whelming majority of the costs of a water-supplying enterprise are 
fixed. Thus in the short-run, as the-quantity of water delivered 
increases, aveTage costs are falling and hegin to rise only as 
capacity is approached an<l the rise in energy costs per unit over
takes the fall in fixed costs per unit. Cons6quently, the water 
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utilit~ cannot cover its costs unless it op0rates at a high le~el 
of capacity. Pro1:1 sod.ety's standpoint, the ·optimal rate, output 
(wateT deli vcTerr, cornt;inat1on is that at which the marginal cost 
of the utility equals the marginal benefi t3. of the consurn,3rs. At 
that output, rate combination, net ::.,enefits oveT costs are 
maximized; ·howeve:r, the utility i'tsc:lf may, not -capture enough 
of these benefits to cover it~ cost~ unless it operates at a higher, 
less optimal level of capacity utilization. 

. One approach to allowing the utility to operate at an optimal 
rate, output combination and sti 11 be so 1 vent is to seek to capture 
for the water utility part or all of the cons1ime± ts surplus. 
Consumer's ·surplus may be defined as the difference between the 
total amount consumers would pay for a given quantity of delivered 
water, and the amount they actually do pay. The portion of total 
consumer's- surplus going to any single consumer increases with 
the amount of water delivered to him. Thus, one way to distribute 
the loss among consumers is to apportion the loss according to 
historical quantities of water used by the identified gro1~s. 
"(Hirshleifer _et. ~-, p. 92) 

Another in.teresti.ng approach. towar;d.s- covering the water works~ 
loss with relevance to urban areas has been suggested by M. Mason 
Gaffney. (Gaffney. p. 204-208) He would try to capture a 
portion of consumer's- surplus- through an ad valorem property tax 
(presumably on top of any exis·ting property tax). Land owners 
closer to the point of distribu_tion_ would be faced with higher tax 
rates than those further. away. According to Gaffney, this· scheme 
has two major advantages. 

As we suggest below, Gaffney would have individuals· fm;ther 
from the point of distribution paying higher water rates than 
those closer in. This would take into account the higher costs 
of transpoTting water to the former. Thus, if the conditions of 
demand are similar for the two groups-, individuals and firms 
closer to the distribution point would have greater net benefit 
than those further away,. 

0 With the la.nd tax proposal, the consumer who 
senses a surplus for him at certain water rates steps 
forth and identified himself, and quantifies his · 
surplus for us by his bidding for land served by ·our 
water system. 11 (Gaffney, p. 2_07) 

Thus, under this scheme those who had the g-.r:eatest consumer 
surplus would pay the greatest prop~rty taxes a.nd bear a larger 
portion of the water utility's loss. 

A second advantage of Gaffneyts approach.is that·it would 
reduce urban sprawl. Assuming that the point of distribution is 
near the center of the municipality, there would be a greater 
incentive to mo:re intensively develop the land then~ in order to 
spread the higher tax out over revenues derived from uses of the 
land. The political fei1sibility· of establishing new property 
taxes at this time, however, is questionable. 
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3. Per-Unit Commodity Rates 

A per-unit commodity rate is the rate charged for each unit 
of water delivered. Commodity rates should reflect as accurately 
as possible the "true" short-run marginal costs of suppJying 
water to groups of customers. 

The short-term marginal costs of delivered water can 
logically be divided into two major components:. The direct 
short-term marginal costs of the water utility resulting from 
expenditures on energy, labor> chemicals and other inputs which 
vary directly with the amount of water delivered and the shadow 
price _of water defined tection II. A. 

In Figure 1 below, the curve labled MC represents the 
average direc.t marginal cos-t schedule facing an identified 
gr,oup of useTs during a particular season: This curve may be 
empirically estimable based on historical accounting data 
kept by water utilities. It is an ttaverage" marginal curve 
because: · 

a. it is averaged over individual connections in the 
identified group, and 

b. it is averaged over different hydrological circum
stances facing the firm within the season. 

Let us assume tha.t an allocating authority charges 
price p for water consumed at the source. Then the curve 
labeled MC 1 represents the marginal cost curve of delivering 
water to the group of consumers including the shadow price 
of the water. 

The curve DD gives the aggregated demand s-chedule for 
water for all water users during the season. The optimal rate 
to charge members of this group is- r. At that rate Q gallons· 
of water per day are. delivered to members of the group. If a 
lower rate than r is charged, then a quantity greater than Q 
will be delivered. But the cost to society for each additional 
unit beyond Q exceeds the benefits to society. Thus a rate 
greater than rand the quantity delivered at that rate cannot· 
be efficient. If a rate higher than r is charged., then some 
quantity less than Q will be consumed. Then each unit consumed 
beyond th.is quantity up to the quantlty Q will p:i:oduce more 
benefit to society than cost. Thus, only the rate/quantity 
combination r, Q is efficient. 
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During the summer season when water tables tend to be down 
and stream flows are below average, the marginal cost schedule 
can be expected to lie above that for the winter season; that is, 
at every level of water consumption, the margin.al cost of 
delivering the water is· higher. Thus-, the optimal rate for the 
summer season is- higher than that for'the winter seasQn for each 
group of customers. This is a form of peak load pricing. 

Note that seasonal rate differentials should have the 
effect of discouraging water use during the dry periods .. On the 
other hand, there is rio provlsion to use- rates to discourage 
water use during peak hours of the day in either season. We 
already recognized above-that this is not practical. As an 
alternative:- it was· recommended that part of the fixed 
initial and service charges be used to recoupe the cost of 
providing extra storage and delivery capacity to meet hourly 
peak_demands. · 

The marginal cost schedule for gr6ups of customer·s 
1i ving far from the point· of distribution will be greater than 
that for customers living closer provided, of course, that the 
latter are not on the average at higher elevations than the 
former. Thus, the optimal rates charged the latter group 
should be lower than those charged th6 former grotip. Similarly, 
on the ~verage, rates chnrged customers at higher elevations 
should be greater than those charged customers at lower 
elevations. 
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F. 

The r·ecommendations implied by the foregoing is that 
per-unit rates should: 

a. equal the average seasonal marginal cost (including 
the shadow price) of supplying water to specific groups 
of customers, which further implies that, 

b. rates should be higher during 11dry" seasons than 
during "wet" seasons, 

c. rates should be higher for groups of customers at 
relatively higher elevations and at locations relatively 
further from the point(s) of distribution. 

Allocation by Water Utilities During Water Shortages 

If the authority allocating water at the -~ource from which the 
utility obt;lins its supply institutes a policy of benchmark water-· 
shortage pricing during a water shortage (see V. B,2 above), a water 
utility may pass on these per-unit charges to its customers. This 
policy would tend to be_ef~icient.since it would tend to cause 
each of the users to cut back on his water use until the margjnal 
value in use to each customer equaled the (hew) price per unit which 
he paid for the water. 

A water utility whose water consumption -is limited by rationing 
could also allocate its- li-mited supply among its- customexs- by raising 
its unit prices for water or instituting a unit price where none · 
existed before (some utilities rely on flat rates which are indepen
dent of the amount of water delivered to their customers). 

Alternatively water utilities could ration water among their 
customers on a pro-rata or per-capita basis. As with the rationing 
of water at the source, there is no reason for such a policy to be 
efficient unless free trade in water rations is allowed. 

One frequently used approach is to ban specific types of uses 
during droughts such as lawn sprinkling, car washing, and others. 
In fact this approach is specifically allowed for in Minnesota 
Statute 105.418 (see Section VII. A.1). 

In an emergency situation, a system of pro-rata rationing 
combined with stiff penalty charges can be an effectiye way of 
reducing water use. This was done by the Marin Municipal Water 
District during a very severe drought in California in 1977. Each 
person was allotted 40 gallons per day. The charge per connection 
for water used within this allotment was $1.22 per 100 cubic feet 
and over double the allotted amount the charge was $SO per cubic 
feet. The policy was designed to cust delivered witer by 57 per
cent. During the Spring of 1977 delivered water was actually 
reduced by 74 percent. (Stoehr, pp. 19 & 20.) 

G. Water Pricing and -the Distri]:mtion of Income 

One problem which frequently is brought up during discussions 
of resource allocation concerns the impact of allocation policies on 
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people at the lower end of the income ~ca]e. The imposition of 
_marginal cost pricing is seen to put undue financial pressure on low 

j ncome groups. 

However, when water is inefficiently allocated because users do 
not pay for the full costs of their water use_, including the opportunity 
and externality costs imposed on other users, then they are in essence 
subsidized by those who s-l1ffer these exteTnal and opportunity costs. 
There are two problems with this situation. 

1. The brunt of these costs are placed on specific individuals 
·and groups who are affected by the externalities and opportunity 
costs. If public concern that the water use of the poor should 
be subsidized is justified, why should the costs of this subsidi
zation fall solely upon these individuals and groups? 

2. The poor are not the only ones who are subsidized by inef
ficient allocation policy. Individuals and groups who could. well 
afford to pay all of the costs of their water· use are also sub
sidized. 

Thus, it would seem to be more efficient and equitable to 
institute marginal· cost pricing o:( delivered water and to subsidize 
low income groups in a more forthright manner. 

One method of subsidizing low income groups which.has received some 
attention lately is to establish a lifeline budget rate. The lifeline 
rate involves identifying a minimum necessary service requirement and a 
low monthly charge for vital consumption. 

There are some difficul ti,es- with this- rate structure., however. 
First low income users may be excluded if they reside in non-metered· 
dewelling units or if their consumpti01_1 exceeds the established 
minimum service requirement. Second., if the rate is- structured so 
that all users qualify for lifeline _rates regardless of monthly usage, 
affluent as well as non-affluent consumers will benefit. Third, the 
revenue lost to the system through the provision of low income support 
must be generated from other sources. This. extra revenue can either 
be obtained from higher rates on consumption beyond the lifeline block 
and/or from higher commercial rates. However, if most users of a 
water utility are in low income categories~ it m~y be difficult to 
generate enough additional r~~enue to cover the total costs· of the 

· water system (Mann, pp. 37-42). 

If the lifeline rate is applied to only a small percentile class 
consisting of the lowest income families, with marginal cost pricing 
applying to all other users, and to low income families beyond the 
minimum necessary service requirement, then this approach could provide 
a means of achieving efficient allocation with subsidization for 
equity purposes. 

An even more efficient approach would be -to-give low income 
families a lump sum cash subsidy rmch b:i.11 ing period equal to some 
fraction of the value of the minimum necessary.service requirement 
valued at the margi11al cost rate. Then these families would be 
charged the full rate for their water use. Thus, the low- income families 
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~ould be induced like ev0ryone else to take into consideration the 
value of the water they were using, _yet their basic needs would be 
provided for. 

Another approach which has been suggested is to issue or sell 
at low price utility stamps to low income families. This alternative 
would not have. the advantage of inducing these families to take 
into account the full value of the water used. 

H. Intermediate Water Suppliers as a Means of Efficien_!J:r 
Allocating Water a t--the--Source 

Intermediate water suppliers including rural water systems, can 
provide a means by which water at the source is more efficiently 
allocated. They can do this in several ways: 

l. Intermediate water suppliers can trans,port water from 
places where its· marginal value in use is- low relative to the 
costs of using it to places where it i~;- higher helping to 
equalize its marginal value in use and thereby increasing 
the overall efficiency of water allocation according to 
<f1•• • • 1 l •. b 1 r-c . I I A) e _.:-J_cJ_ency ginc..e. ine -;,rum e1: J. .._oection . ", . 

2. An interTiediate water supplier can achieve efficient 
allocation among its subscribers by following efficient rate 
setting practices and monitoring the amount of water consumed 
by requiring meters. 

3. Establishing intermediate water suppliers can have the 
effect of reducing the number of water withdrawers at a source 
and th~reby of making the allocation of water at that source 
more manageable. 

4. Rural water systems reduce the possibility of well~ 
interference problems between domestic well owners and 
irrigators since the former can depend on the rural water 
systems for their supply. 

One feature of rural water systems as now constituted or 
envisoned could reduce their ability to bring about more efficient 
water allocation at the source. Most subscribers to rural water 
systems retain their own wells. Thus, if during a water shortage 
the rural water system were to raise its rates, th~e users would 
si1~ly switch t6 their own wells, thereby defeating t~e purpose of 
the increased rates. One way around this problem might be to 
require that small domestic wells be closed as a condition for 
joining the rural water system. Potential members may be willing 
to make this sacrifice in order to enjoy the advantages of the 
system. Large irrigation wells would have flow meiers and would be 
subject to the prevailing policy for allocation at the source. 

In conclusion, the potential ability of proposed rural water 
syst~ms to bring about more efficient allocation of water at the 
source should be given attention in cohsiderin~ the merits of such 
systems. 
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